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Here's your ticket to the greatest mystery-writing workshop ever!In this extraordinary
compilation, more than three dozen members of the Mystery Writers of America share insights
and advice that can help make your writing dreams a reality.You'll learn how to: • Develop
unique ideas • Construct an airtight plot packed with intrigue and suspense • Create
compelling characters and atmospheric settings • Develop a writing style all your own • Write
convincing dialogue • Choose the appropriate point of view • Work with an agent • Conduct
accurate research • and much, much more!You'll also find special guidelines for creating clues,
dropping red herrings, and writing medical, legal, historical, true crime, and young adult
mysteries. It's all the information you need to solve the mystery-writing riddle!

About the AuthorDr. Brian Holloway was born in Flushing, New York in 1952 and from an early
age was fascinated by the written word, dramatic performance, and the wisdom inherent in world
cultures. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of Illinois with a concentration in literature of the
Renaissance, including Shakespeare, and has served as editorial consultant and on the editorial
board of Shakespeare and Renaissance Association Selected Papers, volumes 22 and
23. While in charge of Arts and Sciences at Mountain State University, Dr. Holloway headed the
development of its graduate individualized study programs and its interdisciplinary general
education program, Spectrum, which have enhanced the lives of many in West Virginia and
other states as well. He also served as the editorial advisor of five volumes of the school’s
creative writing publication, Mountain Whispers. The receipt of grants from the West Virginia
Humanities Foundation allowed Dr. Holloway to pursue extensive research into the way that the
book Black Elk Speaks was created as a collaboration between writer John Neihardt and Lakota
holy man Nicholas Black Elk. This research grew into an elaborate project involving archival
materials, field notes, family scrapbook photos, and narratives from the Neihardt family, with
whom Dr. Holloway quickly became friends. Presentations at the Neihardt Center led to Dr.
Holloway’s becoming the editor of the Neihardt Journal for six volumes spanning 1999 to
2004. Professor of English at Mountain State University in West Virginia, Dr. Holloway is also
Dean of Graduate Studies. In that capacity he has taught and guided many students as they
explore their academic horizons. Dr. Holloway is the author of articles, poetry, and
presentations. His text Technical Writing Basics, published by Prentice Hall, will soon be in its
fourth edition. Proposal Writing Across the Disciplines, also published by Prentice Hall, has
readers from the continental United States to the Pacific Rim. Dr. Holloway’s book
Interpreting the Legacy: John Neihardt and Black Elk Speaks has been published by the
University Press of Colorado. This book combines historical research, analysis of text, and
archival scholarship to discuss that famous work and the lives and times of those who produced



it. Notable in the book are rare photographs and high-resolution scans of original transcripts,
manuscripts, and drawings. At Mountain State University, Dr. Holloway has received the Alumni
Association’s Teacher of the Year award as well as the Student Government Association’s
Outstanding Professional Achievement and Faculty of the Year awards. In the past, he has
served as president and as treasurer of the West Virginia Association of College English
Teachers.
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Best of the Genre and a Reference List of Books on Writing and Technical Information by Angela
Zeman and Barry ZemanABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORSINTRODUCTIONWhen I first learned
that Writer's Digest Books had proposed a second edition of Writing Mysteries, I was startled to
realize that nearly ten years had passed since the original was published in 1992. The Mystery
Writers of America has sponsored a handbook since 1976 with much the same purpose in mind:
to encourage and support beginning mystery writers, offering counsel, direction, and practical
advice about how to succeed in this form we so love. In each of these guidebooks, well-known
writers in the field have contributed essays on every facet of the mystery, presenting a wide
range of viewpoints and suggestions developed after years of hard-earned experience, have
contributed essays on every facet of the mystery, presenting a room for new talent whose “take”
on various aspects of the craft may be different. Writers whose chapters are reprinted have had
an opportunity to update, modify, and revise where needed. On reflection, many have concluded
they got it right the first time around. Others have taken advantage of the occasion to amend and
refine. While basic attitudes seem to prevail from one generation to the next, trends do emerge.
The past ten years have seen the flourishing of the medical thriller, the legal thriller, and in
nonfiction, the in-depth coverage of true crime. The historical mystery has also emerged as a
strong presence in the marketplace, along with regional and ethnic variations on both the so-
called cozy mystery and the hard-boiled private eye. E-publishing has materialized, providing a
new format, a new market, and easier access to writers of every kind.Regardless of the subject
matter, I've been delighted with the response, amazed as always at the generosity of mystery
writers addressing those who hope to join the ranks. Whether you're reading this how-to manual
for the first time or returning to sample its insights again, you'll find much to consider, ponder,
and absorb.If you're approaching the mystery for the first time, you may not yet appreciate the
profound mastery of the form required to succeed. If you've already written your first mystery
(even your second or third), you'll know just how exasperating, exhilarating, rewarding,
frustrating, and satisfying the genre can be. What we've done here is assemble some of the
finest writers working in the field, describing with humor and candor the means and methods
each has devised in tackling the mystery-writing process.The creation of complex and
believable characters is essential to the writing of a successful mystery. Whether it's a short
story or a full-length novel, the narrative line needs to be strong, the prose style crisp, the pace



relentless. But there are many other elements to conquer beyond the basics of character and
plot. A mystery is more than a novel, more than a compelling account of people whose fate
engages us. The mystery is a way of examining the dark side of human nature, a means by
which we can explore, vicariously, the perplexing questions of crime, guilt and innocence,
violence and justice. The mystery not only re-creates the original conditions from which violence
springs, tracking the chaos that murder unleashes, but then attempts to divine the truth through
the process of rational investigation and eventually restores an order to the universe.That's a bit
much, you may complain. How can you, as a mystery writer, accomplish such an impossible
feat? You must become, first and foremost, a student of human nature, a self-appointed
armchair psychologist, willing not only to analyze and understand your fellow creatures, but to
inquire into your own soul and chart its contradictions. Translating your insights into fiction isn't
easy, but the mystery is the perfect vehicle for the observations you have made. The term
mystery is an umbrella that shelters a variety of subgenres: the traditional whodunit, the private
eye, the classic puzzle, the police procedural, action/adventure, thriller, espionage, the novels of
psychological and romantic suspense. You would do well to consider the assets and the
drawbacks of each before you decide which is best suited for the particular story you wish to
tell.In addition to pace and suspense, there are questions of tone and atmosphere, the use of
description, the balance of action, exposition, and dialogue. There are also requirements
peculiar to the genre: clues, red herrings, the tying up of loose ends. As a mystery writer, you will
need to acquire at least a nodding acquaintance with technical matters such as forensics,
ballistics, and police procedure. We are, after all, writing about murder, which involves a number
of specialists whose job it is to address the scientific and legal aspects of the subject. While you
may not have to be a licensed expert yourself, you may be writing about the experts, and you'll
need to know enough about a given subject to convey both data and attitudes convincingly. A
mystery writer needs to have an understanding of how the judicial system works, a knowledge of
investigative procedures, and access to specialized information, both mundane and exotic.Aside
from their technical proficiency, mystery writers are the magicians of fiction. We're the
illusionists, working with sleight of hand in the performance of our art. With this book, we'll be
taking you behind the scenes so you can see how the riddles are created and the illusions
sustained. Keep in mind that the mystery is the one form in which the reader and the writer are
pitted against each other. Your job, as a practicing mystery writer, is to lay out a believable tale of
intrigue and ingenuity … always with the proviso that you play fair with the reader, who in turn will
be doing his or her best to catch you at your tricks. You would do well, incidentally, to assume
your reader is at least as smart as you.We've designed this book as a walk-through, taking you
from the first flash of inspiration to the point at which you'll search for an agent or an editor,
finished manuscript in hand. Every work of fiction you write begins with an idea, sometimes quite
fleeting, which you must work to develop, fleshing out the bare bones of theme and plot, layering
in characters, making a hundred decisions about setting, tone, point of view, the style
appropriate to the story you want to tell. As you progress through the book, you'll find



suggestions about ways to research, approaches to character and plotting, techniques for
outlining the story as it takes shape. You'll find advice about dialogue, about planting clues and
building suspense. From beginning, to middle, to the rousing climax of your book, we're here,
like an army of experts, to offer guidance and assistance. We'll even counsel you about
stumbling blocks, what most writers think of as the three-quarter-mark sag, advising you what to
do when you lose steam momentarily and the book sags under its own weight.You'll hear many
distinct points of view expressed here, but you'll also find many areas where our attitudes merge.
It's been said that to learn something new, you need to hear it three times. You'll note the dictum
at work here. Some points about the mystery are made over and over again from the perspective
of writers whose work may appear very different on the surface. We've allowed the repetitions to
remain, hoping you'll take comfort from the fact that so many of us agree on the basics.The truth
of the matter is that you must teach yourself how to write. We can offer guidance, the painful
wisdom of our own hard-won experience, but in the end, you must hone your own skills,
conquering the countless devils that will plague you as you learn. As a mystery writer, you will
have to serve a long and sometimes arduous apprenticeship. We offer encouragement, our own
excitement at the prospect.This, then, is our gift to you.While the journey is yours, we offer you
this road map. We warn you of the pitfalls. We point you toward the high ground.As working
members of the Mystery Writers of America, we wish you Godspeed.— Sue Graftonpart
IPreparationoneTHE RULES AND HOW TO BEND THEMJeremiah HealyWhen Sue Grafton
asked me to write this article, she suggested as a title “The Rules and How to Break Them.”
Now, having been both an attorney and a law professor, I naturally never break a rule. I have
learned, however, that there are times when an old rule should be abandoned or a current rule
should not be applied. In other words, the rule should be bent, usually because the reason
behind the rule — the reason the rule was originally imposed — wouldn't be promoted by
adhering to the rule.For example, most states say that confidential communications between
spouses are privileged from disclosure. What's the reason behind such a rule? Probably, the
jurisdiction wants to encourage the exchange of intimacies that promotes a marriage
relationship. However, if the wife has sued the husband for divorce, then at least
communications thereafter should not be privileged, even though the couple is still technically
“married.” Why? Because the reason behind the rule just no longer applies. One spouse's filing
for divorce shows that there is no longer a marriage relationship to promote.Let me take a similar
approach to the “rules” of mystery writing. I will focus on the rules that supposedly govern the
private investigator novel, suggesting the reason(s) behind each and where you can do some
bending. Since most of us are aware of the Ten Commandments, let me follow that pattern in
identifying the rules.I. The Plot Is EverythingThe first rule of mystery writing can be stated simply:
The plot is everything. All other aspects of the book must be slaves to the story line. A solid
reason behind this rule is that most readers come to a mystery because the genre promises an
actual story, a characteristic that many find lacking in so-called mainstream fiction. Also, many
readers truly want a tale in which the problem is resolved and the guilty party is punished, a



disposition that is sadly lacking in many real-life bad acts. Given the reasons behind this rule, I
would not try to bend it.II. The Hero Must Be MaleThe typical hero in a private investigator novel
(as opposed to other types of mysteries) was a man. Why? Presumably, there was a perception
that the public would accept as a private investigator only a male with certain physical strengths
and acquired capabilities, like being a good shot or a tough street fighter. At first blush, this
reason behind the rule wasn't completely crazy: Many real-life private investigators were former
law enforcement or military service personnel, professions that were almost exclusively male
until relatively recently.However, society has changed dramatically. I served with female military
police officers in the 1970s, and there are now plenty of women in civilian law enforcement as
street cops or investigators. Accordingly, the perception has changed, and with it, the reason
behind the rule as well. Thanks to Sue Grafton, Linda Barnes, and Sara Paretsky, we now have
Kinsey Millhone, Carlotta Carlyle, and V.I. Warshawski, respectively. This “rule” can be
abandoned so long as the character, male or female, is credible.A common aspect of the
stereotypical private eye was that of heterosexual rogue, presumably to attract and satisfy an
audience thought to aspire to that questionable status. Happily, the reason behind the rule no
longer supports this aspect either. My own investigator, John Francis Cuddy, is heterosexual but
not a rogue: He remains faithful to the memory of his dead wife until he meets a woman to whom
he can commit. Joseph Hansen's Dave Brand-stetter is neither heterosexual nor a rogue: He
chooses his gay lovers carefully and stays with one for many of the books in the series. So long
as the character is carefully drawn, he or she is no longer subject to expectations of orientation
or promiscuity.III. The Setting Will Be Los AngelesThe classic setting for a private investigator
was L.A. Historically, Raymond Chandler chose that city for Philip Marlowe. Current authors have
followed that tradition (e.g., Arthur Lyons for Jacob Asch and Robert Crais for Elvis Cole). I don't
believe this choice was ever a rule, especially given Dashiell Hammett's setting of San Francisco
for Sam Spade. The reason behind this presumed rule was that the “city of angels” provided a
variety of social classes, ethnicities, and corrupt officials. With all respect, a lot of cities (and
many large towns) have these advantages. Witness Marcia Muller's selection of San Francisco
for Sharon McCone, Jonathan Valin's Cincinnati for Harry Stoner, Loren Estleman's Detroit for
Amos Walker, Lawrence Block's New York for Matt Scudder, and Benjamin Schutz's
Washington, DC, for Leo Haggerty. The reason behind the rule of setting should be to have a
place that provides a suitable backdrop for your story line and a pool of different characters for
your cast. Therefore, choose your setting based on a combination of your needs and your
familiarity.IV. Some Violence Is RequiredThere must be some violence in a private investigator
book. The reason behind this rule is that without violence our knight-errant is neither tested nor
confirmed in his or her physical courage. However, the trick is to make the violence rational and
advance the story line. In real life, a private investigator who discharged his or her weapon
(outside a firing range) three times in a year, even without hitting anybody, would surely lose the
permit to carry that weapon. Accordingly, be sure your violence, particularly if committed by the
hero, is proportionate to the provocation involved. Also, have your violence occur at different



points of the book to pace the plot and revive the reader. If you are philosophically troubled by
blood onstage, have some of your violence occur offstage.The one mandate that the rule of
violence still carries, at least for a private investigator novel, is that there must be at least one
death-by-criminal-act in the book. There are some current practitioners who do not observe this
rule, and frankly I come away from their work feeling unsatisfied as a reader.V. Certain Violence
Is ProhibitedThe mirror image of the previous rule is that there are some types of violence that
are not acceptable, even in fiction. The virtually taboo areas include graphic scenes of child
abuse, rape, and cruelty to animals. The reason behind this rule is common decency. I once
skated close to this prohibition, having my private investigator protagonist discover a kitten
flayed alive by a bad guy. I quickly received “I had to stop reading the book” from fans and “I wish
you hadn't done that” from booksellers. Even though the act occurred offstage and the scene
advanced the plot, the rule-as-taboo was deemed broken.VI. Write in the First-Person
NarrativeReturning briefly to the gods, there is a sense that the private investigator novel must
be written in the first-person narrative style rather than the third-person narrative because that's
the way both Hammett and Chandler did it. By way of comeback, both Hammett and Chandler
wrote detective stories in both the first- and third-person styles, so this “rule” never really was a
rule. However, the reason behind it is instructive: When the narrator speaks to the reader as “I,”
the reader comes to identify with the narrator and accepts the limitations of information that the
typically chronological progression of first-person imposes on the structure of the book.Only a
few practitioners in the private eye field use the third-person narrative. The most successful
examples are the Whistler series by the late Robert Campbell and the Alo Nudger series by
John Lutz. Both these masters manage to engage the reader's interest and loyalty. Unless you
are an accomplished writer, however, I believe that the rule of first-person narrator is a good one
to follow. Just remember that what the first person give the first person also take away: All your
story line development has to occur through the eyes (and therefore the restricted field of vision)
of your narrator, and many great “words” would sound false coming from his or her lips (and
therefore your vocabulary options become restricted as well).VII. The Hero Cannot Be the
CulpritThe rule also has a mirror image: The culprit cannot be the hero. It is particularly difficult to
develop a plot in which the first-person narrator turns out to be the culprit. Also, the reader,
having come to identify with the hero, feels betrayed when the person the reader trusted turns
out to be the criminal. Finally, the hero as criminal is presumably someone the reader (or the
potential editor)feels he or she cannot adopt as a series character. Accordingly, at least in
private investigator fiction, the first-person narrator being the culprit should be avoided, unless
the traitorous hero is virtually crucified at the end of the book as retribution for the betrayal of the
reader.VIII. The Culprit Must Appear EarlyA rule that makes a lot of sense is that the author must
introduce the culprit early. I believe that the name or label of the character who is to be the culprit
should be introduced in the first few chapters, with the actual face-to-face meeting of the
investigator and the culprit occurring before a third of the novel is gone. The reason behind this
rule is ultimate fairness to the reader: At least part of the reason he or she is plowing through



your book is a sense of solving the puzzle before the investigator, and crucial information as to
each suspect — and especially the culprit — is necessary to play fair with your investigating
companion.IX. Use Only Two-Character ScenesA rule many of us observe without stating it is
that each scene should involve only the protagonist detective and one other character. The
reason for this is basic: The writer can alert the reader to a change of speaker simply by a
change in paragraphs without annoying the reader by a lot of express signals. My favorite
example of this is Robert B. Parker's Spenser books, in which the dialogue simply flows with only
occasional cues of “I said” or “Susan said” for the reader who has lost his or her place.If you
need to have more than two characters populating a scene, then be sure each has a distinctive
“voice” so that you don't confuse the reader by not providing express signals. Though not a
“private investigator” novelist, I think Elmore Leonard is the best example of a writer who can
capture a different voice without offensively caricaturing the social class or ethnicity of the
character speaking.X. Authenticity Is RequiredMost writers believe in the need to be authentic.
The reason behind this rule is that you do not wish to offend a “ringer” reader who knows more
about the subject than you do. To expand a hypothetical I've used before, Robert Randisi and
Parnell Hall have to be sure they are using the right subway lines in their books about Manhattan
and Brooklyn. On the other hand, Nancy Pickard and Bill Pronzini can create credible, but
fictional, towns outside Boston and San Francisco in which Main Street can run either north-
south or east-west. However, none of us can afford to have a character fire seven bullets from a
Smith … Wesson Combat Masterpiece without reloading. The interpretation of this rule is
simple: You must be authentic when you are trying to be authentic. Accordingly, research and
perhaps the help of an “expert” as proofreader is vitally important when you are dealing with real-
life facts.ConclusionThere are rules that can be bent and others that should be observed strictly.
With a little thought, you can be your own lawyer in determining when the reason behind the rule
permits bending or dictates adherence.twoSPARKS, TRIGGERS, AND FLASHESMarilyn
WallaceAt book signings, conferences, and conventions, a mystery writer can be sure that,
eventually, three things will be asked: Someone will wonder whether you use a word processor
to compose, someone will inquire about your work habits, and an eager questioner will surely
ask, “Where do you get your ideas?”The replies to the first two are fairly predictable.“I always/
never/after first draft work on a computer.”“I work every morning/afternoon/evening for four/six/
eight hours.”It's in response to “Where do you get your ideas?” that writers take the opportunity
to be really creative. “From Cleveland/Macy's/ the cosmic pipeline,” the writer explains. The
questioner goes away entertained but unsatisfied. The respondent worries whether glibness is
the proper refuge from such a familiar query, decides brevity was the required virtue, and goes
home to work on her book.The work consists of pushing, prodding, pulling, and otherwise trying
to wrest a book or story from a glimmer of a notion. And while she's so engaged, she realizes
that it would have been helpful to provide the answers to several more specific questions: What
sparks you to write a mystery? What triggers the decision to turn an idea into a novel or a short
story? If you can't start working right away, how do you keep the flash of an idea from fading



away completely?Of course, what works for one writer won't necessarily be effective for another.
And what's useful today may not have the same result a month later for the same writer. Still, the
questions are worth exploring.What Sparks You to Write a Mystery?Since mysteries deal with
people in the throes of powerful emotions — greed, fury, revenge, love, lust — it helps to be
attuned to those emotions in yourself and in others. What makes your blood boil? What are you
desperate to protect? To gain? What makes you angry, afraid, confused? What issues or
incidents most often bring you closest to hostile confrontation with other people? In what
circumstances do you find yourself evading or embellishing the truth? What self-deceptions,
manipulations, obsessions are part of your personal repertoire? Paying honest attention to your
own feelings is one starting point of crime fiction. Since most of us will not directly experience
the acts we write about, what we can do instead is be aware of our emotions and what incites
them. This is a variation on the often repeated principle of writing what you know: Write what you
feel, and you're on your way.What musings take you on extended mental journeys? For me,
questions that engage my curiosity are often the starting point of fiction. “The Sentence” followed
after weeks of pondering the nature of obsession. Primary Target came out of discussions with
friends about what life would be like for the first woman to run for president of the United
States.Pay attention to those things that interest you deeply. A story infused with the writer's
passion to tell it is always more engrossing. Dick Francis cares about horses; Tony Hillerman
cares about Navajos; Mary Higgins Clark cares about ordinary people caught in extraordinary
circumstances. Enough said?Every pearl of mystery fiction begins with a grain of an idea that
serves as an irritant.For many writers, the fascination and, indeed, the mystery of human
behavior is the starting point for fiction. Because we're such a mobile, gregarious society, access
to other people's lives is commonplace; potential stories abound. A snatch of conversation
between a mother and her adult daughter, overheard in the airport, leads you to wonder about
the lives of the people you're so shamelessly eavesdropping on. Why is the daughter hissing
orders at the mother? What will happen after the mother boards her plane? The direct gaze of
an unshaven man dressed in tatters pierces you with the knowledge that he was once
someone's son. What sequence of events robbed him of his hope?Personally, my tolerance for
lack of closure must be very low — I feel compelled to explain these things to myself, and that
practice lends itself to creating fiction.Your storytelling may be stimulated by a newspaper article
that reports something unusual or intriguing. I was electrified by an article about a woman who,
under hypnosis, recalled the details of a murder that she claims she saw twenty-five years
earlier. What happened to bring the memory to the surface now? How will law enforcement
officials react to a chain of evidence a quarter-century old? The questions and images
generated by reading about this case may take years to work their way toward fictional life, but I
can tell by my visceral response that I'll eventually use it in some way.Susan Dunlap says that
when she's writing her Jill Smith series, all she has to do is sit back and read the local papers
about Berkeley, California. The town, she admits, provides her with endless material. Of course,
if you've chosen a city less colorful than Berkeley, you may have to work a little harder to identify



its fiction-provoking qualities. Look for the conflicts inherent in the social, political, and economic
life of a region, and you may find a starting point for a mystery.When Mickey Friedman was
interviewed by Carolyn Wheat at a writers' breakfast, she revealed that hot climates intrigue her.
Her face became transformed as she spoke of the decadence, the decay, the slime of Venice,
Florida, India, the south of France — all places she's captured wonderfully in her mysteries.
Some places are so thoroughly imbued with menace, either blatantly (mean streets, moody
moors) or in contrast to an idyllic patina (cozy villages, relaxed resorts) that a writer's
imagination is stirred into action. Novels of suspense, particularly those with ties to the gothic
tradition, rely heavily on such laden settings. Watch for places that excite strong responses in
you.Most writers are also incurable readers. Intriguing facts, gleaned from eclectic reading, can
push buttons. Did you know that a suicide who wears glasses almost always takes them off
before jumping to his death? What if a jumper is found splattered on the sidewalk … still wearing
his glasses? Scientific oddities, historical trivia, or even unusual psychological or spiritual
systems can spark the beginning of an idea.Wherever you find that initial inspiration, learn not to
censor yourself too early in the writing process. Something that at first glance seems to be a
cliche can be given a spin that will take it out of the realm of the ordinary, while an idea or an
image that seems too strange even for fiction can often be tamed into usefulness. Sticking too
close to the origins of an idea can keep you from seeing its dramatic possibilities. Allow your
mind to play awhile; see what catches fire, what continues to simmer, and what turns to cold
gray ash.What Triggers the Decision to Turn an Idea Into a Novel or a Short Story?The answer to
this is very nearly straightforward.If a trick ending, a gimmick, or a title presents itself first, or if
you've imagined a moment in which a character says, “Aha!” it's likely that the idea is best suited
to be a short story. A gimmick hardly has the heft to carry the burdens of character and plot
development required in a novel. On the other hand, the impact of a punch ending, along with
Poe's “unity of effect,” are hallmarks of the mystery or suspense short story.“A Tale of Two
Pretties” began its fictional life as a title that popped into my head when I wasn't looking. It tickled
me, and I got to thinking about Dickens and the noble melodrama of Sidney Carton and Charles
Darnay. And suddenly, from a title that appeared unbidden, I was working on a short story in
which two women decide that the way out of their personal problems is to trade places.If, on the
other hand, you're intrigued by a relationship or a moral dilemma or a social situation, it's clear
that you need the larger canvas of a novel on which to explore. A vague idea, unformed but
seductive, has potential for development as a novel. In the next stages of work, the themes will
emerge and the plot and characters take shape, but sometimes that can't happen until your
initial idea has a companion.You may be one of those people for whom it takes at least two
major ideas to make a novel. When something gnaws at you and refuses to go away, even
though you can't figure out how to use it, don't discard it. It might just be waiting for a
complementary piece to make it workable. It's not always predictable when and how those lone
notions will match up. But at some point, the two parts become interwoven and take on a shape
that's not one or the other but a third, new configuration.My first novel, A Case of Loyalties,



provided me with the inkling that mystery fiction might work this way. A painter-friend who lives in
a small town about three hours north of New York City called one day and told me that her
sixteen-year-old daughter had just been arrested for stealing a car. I listened to her concerns,
her frustration, her anger, her desire to do the right parental thing, and it struck deep emotional
chords in me.That was the first thread.Four days later, a painter-friend who lives in Oakland,
California, called to talk about the drive-by shooting she'd seen from her apartment window.The
two threads began to intertwine. Perhaps the proximity in time and the fact that they both
involved painters and cars led to this merging. But then the story developed a life of its own. The
painter-mother in the book is neither of my friends, and yet she's both of them. The fictional
events don't resemble their sources except in the most superficial terms. But it still took both
threads for that novel to happen; it grew from my emotional connection to both
situations.Deciding the most appropriate form is only one of the decisions you face after you
have that first idea. In fact, growing a novel is much like doing an acrostic puzzle. You start with a
character or a place or a fact or a situation, and eventually, by a back-and-forth process, you fit
in all the pieces that weren't part of your generating spark. You ask: What if? What next? Why
this? Sooner or later, you know what really happened and you know what appears to have
happened. You make decisions about how the truth will be revealed. From one step to the next,
especially when you're writing a novel, the original idea may become so transformed that you're
surprised to see where it's all led.For me, that's part of the excitement of writing.If You Can't Start
Working Right Away, How Do You Keep the Flash of an Idea From Fading Away Completely?
Suppose you're one of those writers constantly assaulted by glimmers of ideas. “So many ideas,
so little time” is your lament. Perhaps you're already writing a mystery and you're so afraid of
losing a hot new concept that you're tempted to start writing another book before you've finished
the one you're already working on. (All you can learn from this process is how to start a book.
Besides, I haven't seen any half-books in my local bookstores lately.) Maybe you're inundated by
the work that's paying your bills until you can “quit your day job.” How do you hold onto ideas that
seem exciting until you're ready to work on them?Some writers say that the measure of a good
idea is its ability to survive without being written down. A bad idea, they contend, will slip into the
murky depths of memory unretrieved and die a well-deserved death. But if you've accumulated
so many tidbits of data (the telephone numbers of your three best sixth-grade friends, all the
words to the Grateful Dead's “Ripple,” the names of all the bones in your foot) that things are
getting crowded in your brain, you may not feel very secure about being able to recall an
unformed idea a year later.Write down those elusive wisps of ideas. Write down a key phrase or
a twenty-page outline, but commit the thought to paper. It may lie in the bottom of a drawer and,
mercifully, never rise above the underlayers. One of these long-forgotten notes may become the
key to a scene, or a story, or even a novel. The physical act of writing something down will
reinforce it in your mind, and the idea will gain legitimacy so that you'll be better able to
remember its existence. Even if you never find the piece of paper, having written it down will fix it
more firmly in your mind. Something to do with a writer's wiring, I suppose, but I'm not especially



concerned with explaining it. I just know it works!Gillian Roberts goes a step further when she
suggests storing characters who interest you in an imaginary apartment house. Diabolically
efficient — the characters will bring their individual conflicts to this new community and will begin
to interact and perhaps may even develop stories on their own.Two Final CaveatsFirst, don't talk
your ideas to death. This is a hard lesson to learn, but you soon discover how quickly the need to
create fiction fizzles after you've told the plot of your new novel to the fourth or fifth friend who
has the patience to listen. If you don't altogether kill it, the desire to write it may become so
diluted that it's hard to get your storytelling juices going again.And, especially, don't ever be
afraid of running out of ideas. I promise you, more will come.Mysteries have an enduring appeal
because they tell stories of people and passions, conflicts and consequences; they chronicle the
moral dilemmas and interpersonal collisions of our times. And since change is one of the
constants of our world, you can be sure that new collisions and fresh dilemmas will continue to
arise to spark your imagination, trigger your desire to tell a story, and ignite your flash of
inspiration.threeON WORK SCHEDULESDick LochteEvery writer has to have some sort of work
schedule, even the writers who don't actually do any writing. These nonwriting writers busy
themselves with their real occupations, usually something that keeps them firmly in the public
eye — such as repeating a working writer's lines every night on stage, or appearing on television
in a three-story tic-tac-toe construction. They have definite schedules that they shift
imperceptibly to include infrequent meetings with the ghosts who are putting their thoughts on
paper, or with the publicists who are arranging for their media appearances to promote the
books that they haven't written. We can learn nothing from the work habits of those non
practitioners of the art.And, to tell the truth, I'm not sure that there's much more to be gleaned
from the specific habits of genuine practitioners, since the systems one uses to create a work of
fiction are as individual as one's taste in clothes.Take the great Raymond Chandler, for example.
In one of his collected letters, he described a rather Spartan technique for forging ahead on his
novels. He would set a number of hours aside each day in which, while he did not force himself
to write, he refused to allow himself the pleasure of doing anything else. He just sat there in his
room. Since he completed only six novels in twenty years, it follows that he spent a ghastly
amount of time staring at blank walls and even blanker sheets of paper. No wonder he wound up
hitting the sauce.Dick Francis takes a few months to complete his research, a few months at the
keyboard to write his novel, and the rest of the year traveling or promoting his books, which
appear annually like clockwork. It's a schedule to be revered.John D. MacDonald wrote from four
to eight hours a day, six days a week. Mickey Spillane, on the other hand, at least during his
early years, would sit down at the typewriter, slip the end of a roll of butcher paper under the
platen, and keep typing for as long as it took to complete a novel. Then he'd cut the pages, send
them to his publisher, and ignore the literary process for a while, until his accountant called to tell
him his pile of money needed topping.The first thing to realize is that your specific lifestyle or
livelihood will always dictate your work habits, and it would be a mistake to try to adopt the
schedule of a novelist just because you like his or her books.Due to changing employment



circumstances, I myself have shifted into several different work patterns during my three
decades at the keyboard. My first, which lasted six years, was built around a nine-to-five job at a
magazine in Chicago. I was left with few options. At least three nights a week, as soon as my
cohorts would wander off to sample the happy-hour wares of nearby saloons, I'd clear my desk
of the day's toil and shift into gear on my own work, which then consisted of interviews, articles,
and critiques for local newspapers. I'd stay with it until the need for food or sleep forced me to
call a halt.That sort of moonlighting may sound grueling, but it was a walk in the park compared
to my next schedule, which I adopted when I became a 100 percent freelance writer in southern
California. What I had not realized was the importance of having an official end to the workday,
after which I would be ethically free to pursue my private muse. Once I made the commitment to
a freelance career, I never again felt that freedom. If I wasn't trying to meet a deadline, I was
hustling new work. That narrowed down the time for creative writing to odd, very late nights and
occasional weekends.Under that system, it took me nearly three years to write my first novel,
Sleeping Dog. And at least a third of that was completed during a period of two months when I
steadfastly refused to do any major journalism projects. Fortunately, the success of that book
allowed me to alter the emphasis of my schedule. Since 1986, I have been fitting my nonfiction
work around my book writing, being much, much choosier about accepting magazine and
newspaper assignments.But I'm still forced to push my current manuscript aside from time to
time. I write a column of mystery reviews that appears every other week in the Los Angeles
Times, and review books and audios for other publications; this eats up about two days a week.
Then there are the odd movie and TV jobs that are hard to turn down because they're so
lucrative. Unfortunately, they're always we-need-it-right-away situations that force me to put the
book on hold.So, while I long ago established a system of at least six hours a day at the word
processor, I still haven't quite worked out which of those hours will be spent on behalf of a book
or any number of other writing projects. How, then, can I help you with your scheduling
problems? Well, unless your work history is identical to mine — and I wouldn't wish that on you
— you probably won't have a scheduling problem. You'll have a pretty good idea of the hours you
can carve out of each week for your project. The important thing is to make those hours count.
And there's where I can help you by describing some of the techniques I use.1. I welcome the
occasional insomnia. Usually, I can nod off without much effort, sometimes at a party in a
roomful of nattering people. But on those nights when sleep won't come, I'm not unhappy. I never
try to force it. Nor do I get out of bed to read or watch TV. What I do is think about the book in
progress, going over the construction of the chapter I'll be working on in the morning. Either of
two things happens: The mental effort puts me to sleep, or I wind up with a totally thought-out
chapter.2. I try to use the novel (or short story) to push personal problems out of my mind. Easier
said than done, of course, but unless this is accomplished, you might as well forget about your
book and spend the day going to the movies.3. I do my best to ignore the sluggish traffic and the
ghastly sound of NSYNC coming from the car radio when I drive my kid to school in the morning.
Here, the idea is to use every spare task — particularly those that require little or no thought —



to prepare yourself for the magic moment when you'll be allowed to put words on paper. For
example, don't turn on the radio while you're getting dressed. You don't need to watch the Today
show while fueling up on your morning coffee. Katie Couric may help you sell your book, but she
won't help you write it. And, by all means, do not carry a cellular phone. Even if it doesn't give
you brain tumors, it's a distraction and an annoyance to others. Think about the novel, instead.4.
I try to schedule errands — from posting mail to banking to visiting the doctor — in a bunch, or
singly, as early in the day as possible. You can noodle with creative ideas while running around
the city, but when it comes to actually putting words together, I think you have to clear the decks.
I have a friend who carries a laptop, jotting down bits and pieces of his novel in between haircuts
and business meetings. He actually writes sections of his books in short sprints, and I don't
know how he does it. It takes me an hour just to warm up.5. Research — on the Internet or at
libraries or other locations — should be completed before you start to write. When I'm writing
fiction, I keep research to a minimum. It's too easy to get so overwhelmed by information,
particularly in hopping from one Web site to the next, that, even if you don't forget the purpose of
your search, your sorting and editing brain cells short out. You get smothered by your notes or
printouts. The late Thomas Thompson (author of the best-selling true crime novels Blood and
Money and Serpentine) used to refer to this destructive postpone-the-novel process as “the tar
baby syndrome.”6. I try not to interrupt writing to deal with correspondence or phone calls.
Before starting work, I download my e-mail, but I ignore most of it, zapping all spam and saving
the newsgroup items for later perusal. Snail mail gets handled during the lunch break. The bills
get put aside, unopened, until I'm ready to pay them. The flyers and promotional material get
dumped unopened. Magazines get thrown onto a pile that eventually tumbles over when it
reaches knee height. I do read personal mail right away. (It goes without saying that checks get
very special attention.)7. Though the temptation is great, I don't screw around with my computer
when I should be working. I use it to process words, period. No Buffy the Vampire Slayer pinball
game. (At least not until work is done.) No goofing in chat rooms. During the workday, my
computer is merely a sophisticated typewriter. I even force myself to put off fiddling with word
counts and spell checkers until I've decided to call it a day.8. I rely heavily on my phone
answering machine, letting it take calls. If the writing is going particularly well, I'll even turn off the
sound.9. When I sit down at the word processor, I read whatever I've written the day before,
making small changes. Then I segue into the new material. I rarely go back any farther in the
book than the previous day's work. What you want to do is finish the first draft before going back
to check those opening chapters. Otherwise, you rarely get past the opening chapters.10. I do
whatever I can, short of losing friends for life, to avoid meeting people for lunch. You may think
you deserve a break, but you'll lose all the morning's momentum. Better to fix a quick salad or
nuke a frozen pizza (to use both ends of the calorie spectrum) and get back to that keyboard
before it cools.11. I'm flexible about my quitting hour. When I was single, I'd often work until two
or three in the morning. Now, I usually click off the computer at about five P.M. I try not to quit at
the end of a chapter. It's easier to start up again if you're in the middle of something.12. Finally,



there are times when, as a crime novelist, you'll be asked to participate in projects that aid and
abet the mystery genre, such as this handbook. Such requests will invariably take their toll on
your work schedule, and you should always turn them down. Just like I do.fourWRITING WITH A
PARTNER, OR … WHAT PART OF “NO” DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND?Warren Murphy(Author's
note: The following piece is based on extensive interviews with other writers and not, except
where obvious, on personal experiences. Not even to me could God be so nasty.)So you want to
write with a partner, huh?I know how that goes. Get a partner and you have somebody to stand
alongside you while you suffer the inevitable slings and arrows of a philistine world.Get a partner
and you have somebody to share the good times too, and they will come, because — as the old
jazz musician said — if you hang around long enough, sooner or later they get to you.Get a
writing partner and you'll have someone whose strengths will fill in the gaps created by the
weaknesses in your work. And vice versa.And, of course, you'll have a kindred spirit who will
understand just what it is you do. Because, don't we all know that only a writer understands a
writer?Sounds great, doesn't it? What could be better than writing with a partner?Well, for a
start, how about prostate surgery? Frontal lobotomy? Electroshock therapy has many
adherents.As the proverbial been-there-done-that, supported by my vast amounts of field
research, here's my advice on partnering:Don't. Don't. Don't.If they were alive, you might ask
Gilbert and Sullivan. Maybe they'd talk to you; they sure didn't talk to each other. And whatever
happened to Art Garfunkel or Jim Messina or … well, you get the idea. And don't give me the
writing team of Ellery Queen because, from what I could deduce, they argued like cats in a bag
until they came up with the technique of one plotting and the other writing.Writing in tandem? It
almost always starts out like Damon and Pythias. It almost always winds up like the Worldwide
Wrestling Federation.Okay, you want specific? I don't know if you can handle specific. But here's
the distillation of what I heard from some writing teams I talked to.First up, there is the care and
feeding of a partner. You think a puppy's trouble? Wait until you get somebody who goes
angsting around, all aquiver with outraged indignation over the deletion of a comma. One of the
real problems with partnering is all the time you waste trying not to hurt your partner's feelings,
and in the end, it won't do you a bit of good because your partner knows you are a crass,
unfeeling egomaniac interested only in yourself.And wait until you are forced to spend time with
someone who hates you because, walking into a room together, six people know your name and
only five in the room know your partner's. Clearly you have been up to something criminous at
his expense.And the writing itself … the joint writing … oh, my God. Two months into the
partnership and you will wonder how you ever managed to get yourself saddled with a logically
challenged halfwit who is a functional illiterate to boot. Your partner, meanwhile, thinks exactly
the same thing but blames it all on your Alzheimer's and sends you a box of Depends on your
birthday … just in case.And then there's the absolute senseless, random nature of the tensions
involved in partnering. Here's a writer talking: “So lightning strikes and Hollywood calls me about
a book we wrote. And I talked to them and it looked good, and I called my partner and instead of
asking me about their offer, he said, 'Why did they call you? Why didn't they call me?'“‘I didn't



ask.’“‘You should have.’“‘Maybe it's because your phone is unlisted?’“‘Well, they sure didn't try
too hard, did they?’ And he hung up on me.”Same writer later: “So my partner sends me to
Hollywood to negotiate a deal and gives me specific minimums that he demands must be met. I
come back with 125 percent of his demands and he turns down the contract because, he said, it
was clear that if somebody as dumb as me could get 125 percent, anybody with sense could
easily have gotten 150 percent. Go figure.”Not convinced? Still going to go ahead with it, despite
all these warnings?Okay, you can't say I didn't try.Now listen carefully. If you're going to do it
anyway, then follow this one piece of advice:Get it in writing.Let me clarify that thought.Get it in
writing!Get what in writing?Get everything in writing. Everything you can think of. Who negotiates
for the partnership. Whose agent represents you. Who approves necessary expenses for
researching a book. If the partnership breaks up, who owns what.Who has to pay for the coffee.
Who buys the gas. Whose travel agent books planes and hotels. (One writer I know looked
around the hotel his partner's travel agent had booked and said, “Nice. Who was the last person
she booked on vacation? General Wainwright at Corregidor?”)And most, most important of all:
How are you going to work? Are you going to work together? Apart? Who plots? Who writes
first? Who rewrites? Who edits? Who's in charge of preparing and delivering the finished
manuscript?Now all of this may sound like a quibble or a joke, but it's neither. Anything you can
think of that two people can argue about, two writing partners will definitely argue about.And the
thing they'll argue about longest and loudest will be just how they are going to work together.Few
writers I know can actually write together at the same time, much less in the same place.
Instead, one plots; the other writes. Occasionally they switch. But those work rules have to be
decided in advance.Same for rewriting. Your partner may have written a scene that just oozes
royal purple on the page, something so ghastly that its publication will make you both
laughingstocks. Naturally, he thinks it's his best work. How do you change it?And that is the real
heart of darkness, the biggest nagging problem of equal partnerships: who decides. You have to
work all this out first, before it ever actually comes up, and then you have to live up to it. If one
partner plots, he decides on the plot. If the other partner does the writing, he makes the writing
decisions. And one of you has to be the final rewrite authority. Sure, you can discuss and you
can negotiate at every stop of the way (although neither of you will ever change your mind about
anything). But unless one of you has the power to say, “No, no, a thousand times no,” there will
most likely be no book.Instead, the partnership will just deteriorate into a vicious kind of “who
said, you said, I said, what said” chaos that leads always to bad partial manuscripts and
sometimes to homicide.So agree on how you're going to work, and then try to anticipate
everything else that might have to do with the business of authoring and put it in writing and both
of you sign and send copies to your lawyers. (Naturally, you will have separate lawyers since
neither of you trusts the other's attorney not to steal the pennies off your dead eyes.)Trust me on
this: 90 percent of lawsuits are filed because some one says, “Oh, I thought you understood
that.” Nobody understands anything. Get it in writing because later, when your partner starts to
rewrite the history of the terrible time he spent with you, you'll be amazed at all the things you're



alleged to have said, all the deviltry you're accused of having committed.Get it in writing. If you're
unsuccessful and never make a nickel from writing, then neither of you will much care. But the
moment the first dollar bill is slid under the door, all bets are off, so get it in writing.That said, and
all those caveats notwithstanding, then maybe — just maybe — a writing partnership can
endure.I speak from experience. I started in the business partnered up and spent my first quarter
century as a writer working with the greatest partner anyone could have. We wrote and sold a lot
of books, but partnership was different for us and, for the record, none of the things I just
complained about had anything to do with me and Richard Ben Sapir.Even before we ever wrote
a book together or published anything, Dick Sapir and I were best friends. We stayed best
friends. I tended his pet boa constrictor when he was out of town. He never knew it, but I once
put a guy on a government payroll to bodyguard Dick when he insisted upon going into ghetto-
area gin mills late at night and hustling the locals at the pool tables. We played drunken football
in the hallway of an Atlantic City hotel. We seized a radio station once and broadcast Radio Free
Hoboken until they chased us out. We were driving on the Jersey Turnpike when we heard that
JFK was dead, and we pulled off to the side to weep. Dick was the godfather of my children. I
was at his wedding; he was at mine. When he missed one, he said, “Don't worry, I'll make the
next one.”Workwise, we knew exactly what the other was doing. We'd think of some vague story,
and Dick would write the first half of the book and send it to me. No outline, no suggestions, just
wonderful characters doing strange things. He left it for me to figure out. I wrote the second half
of the book, and then, without his knowledge, I rewrote the whole book so it was seamless. I
always pretended I was just retyping it.Dick never called me on it. He had a reading dysfunction
and thus never read any of our books in print, so he didn't know what it was I did. Talk about a
great partner: one who doesn't complain about your work because he doesn't read your work. It
doesn't get better than that.It got sticky only once. Dick called and said he feared he had
destroyed our careers because in his last half-a-book, he had killed off one of our heroes who
had now turned out to be wildly popular with readers. “It's okay,” I said. “He's still alive. I changed
it.”“Without asking me?” It wasn't exactly high dudgeon; maybe medium dudgeon, but I was
apologizing for weeks.Years later, as he was writing his first solo book, he called me and said,
“You Irish bastard, why didn't you tell me?”“Tell you what?”“How hard it is to finish a book. I've
been writing all these beginnings for us, and I never knew how tough it was to write an ending
until I had to do it myself on this book of mine. Why didn't you tell me?”“I didn't want to brag,” I
said.“All these years, I thought I was carrying you.”“Same here.”Dick was in New Hampshire. I
was in New Jersey. I finished work at 5 in the morning, just as Dick was starting his day. He could
never quite figure out how that worked so he called me every day at 7 A.M., just to see if I was up
yet. Sometimes these calls were real important. He once called me to ask me how to spell that.I
suggested t-h-a-t.He said t-h-a-t had been his first guess but it didn't look right; was I sure? I
suggested he call his therapist. T-h-e-r-a-p-i-s-t.In our entire career together, we had one
argument over money. Dick had done some extra work, and I said I owed him five thousand
dollars. He said it was three thousand dollars. I sent him a check for five thousand dollars. A



check for two thousand dollars came back.The matter was never resolved because around that
time I lent him my brand-new car and when I went to get it, I found it in front of his house,
smashed, with a red ribbon neatly attached to the hood. He didn't remember how it happened
but it cost two thousand dollars to fix, so that resolved the big money dilemma.He was the writer
I respected most in the world. He had only one speed: overdrive. He never saved anything for
later; he gave you his best work every day. Drunk, sober, happy, sad — none of it mattered. The
pages flew from his typewriter with the implacable regularity of an I Love Lucy assembly line,
luminescent, pulsating with an intelligent hilarity. The New York Times called him “a brilliant
professional.”So that's how a partnership can and should work, huh? Based on trust, friendship,
and respect, right?No.Because then he went and died on me.Partners do that, you know. One
day you look up and the person you knew would always be there isn't there anymore.That sucks
eggs and ....Well … anyway … partnerships. Dick Sapir and I had a survivor's agreement, forced
on us by a publisher who wanted to give us a lot of money but wanted protection should one of
us shuffle off this mortal coil. We thought it totally unnecessary, but today it allows the series we
created to continue, through ghostwriters, even though Dick died fifteen years ago. As I was
saying, we got it in writing.Summing up about partnering:Don't do it; it's harder than it looks and
more trouble than it's worth.If you must do it, pick a friend to partner with, but nevertheless,
decide who does what, live up to your rules, and put it all in writing. You'll thank me later.Then
give it a shot. Hope for the best. But be prepared to say good-bye.fiveEXPERTISE AND
RESEARCHFaye KellermanJonathan KellermanHow Much Is Necessary? How Much Is Too
Much?Is it necessary to be an expert to write from an expert's point of view?Some
contemporary crime and suspense novelists do just that:Robin Cook, a physician, writes about
doctors, in peril, solving heinous crimes.Aaron Elkins, author of the Gideon Oliver series, shares
a background in anthropology with his fictional protagonist.Andrew Greeley, a priest, creates
mystery novels that center on the Catholic Church.John Katzenbach, a journalist, uses his
professional background to create a reporter protagonist in his first novel, In the Heat of the
Summer.Jonathan Kellerman, a child psychologist, pens the Dr. Alex Delaware series. The hero:
a child therapist-cum-sleuth.Lia Matera and Scott Turow, attorneys, each produce novels that
allow the reader entry into the clandestine corners of the legal system.Varying styles, but each
possesses an unquestionable sense of technical authenticity.Such a tight match, however, is by
no means necessary to produce a successful crime novel or any other work of fiction. Most
crime writers have, in fact, assigned to their protagonists professions and roles with which
they've had no direct experience. This needs to be so for the crime novel to survive, because,
though cops and private eyes with a talent for fiction do exist — Joseph Wambaugh, Paul
Bishop, William Caunitz, Dorothy Uhnak, Joe Gores, and Gerald Petievich come to mind — they
comprise a very small club, indeed. The same need for flexibility applies to gender: If possession
of female (male) genitals were necessary to write from a woman's (man's) perspective, a vast
number of notable literary works would never have been created.The operative word is fiction.
We novelists make things up. Ours is a Walter Mitty world and that's the fun of it. We convince



ourselves that we can write from any point of view we damn well please, because we have
inherited the cloak of (or at least a shred of) authorial majesty. We can be American and pen
English novels. Ninety-eight-pound weaklings with literary alter egos of Schwarzen-eggerian
proportions. Our private eyes, mega-cops, and super-spies engage in stunts that, in the “real”
world, might very well result in revocation of license, criminal prosecution, or ignominious death.
Our characters may be immune from basic physiological needs if eating, drinking, healing, etc.,
get in the way of telling the story. And though their creators may be inept at putting together a
jigsaw puzzle, our sleuths are able to solve crimes of Rubik's Cube complexity with elegance
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that Writer's Digest Books had proposed a second edition of Writing Mysteries, I was startled to
realize that nearly ten years had passed since the original was published in 1992. The Mystery
Writers of America has sponsored a handbook since 1976 with much the same purpose in mind:



to encourage and support beginning mystery writers, offering counsel, direction, and practical
advice about how to succeed in this form we so love. In each of these guidebooks, well-known
writers in the field have contributed essays on every facet of the mystery, presenting a wide
range of viewpoints and suggestions developed after years of hard-earned experience, have
contributed essays on every facet of the mystery, presenting a room for new talent whose “take”
on various aspects of the craft may be different. Writers whose chapters are reprinted have had
an opportunity to update, modify, and revise where needed. On reflection, many have concluded
they got it right the first time around. Others have taken advantage of the occasion to amend and
refine. While basic attitudes seem to prevail from one generation to the next, trends do emerge.
The past ten years have seen the flourishing of the medical thriller, the legal thriller, and in
nonfiction, the in-depth coverage of true crime. The historical mystery has also emerged as a
strong presence in the marketplace, along with regional and ethnic variations on both the so-
called cozy mystery and the hard-boiled private eye. E-publishing has materialized, providing a
new format, a new market, and easier access to writers of every kind.Regardless of the subject
matter, I've been delighted with the response, amazed as always at the generosity of mystery
writers addressing those who hope to join the ranks. Whether you're reading this how-to manual
for the first time or returning to sample its insights again, you'll find much to consider, ponder,
and absorb.If you're approaching the mystery for the first time, you may not yet appreciate the
profound mastery of the form required to succeed. If you've already written your first mystery
(even your second or third), you'll know just how exasperating, exhilarating, rewarding,
frustrating, and satisfying the genre can be. What we've done here is assemble some of the
finest writers working in the field, describing with humor and candor the means and methods
each has devised in tackling the mystery-writing process.The creation of complex and
believable characters is essential to the writing of a successful mystery. Whether it's a short
story or a full-length novel, the narrative line needs to be strong, the prose style crisp, the pace
relentless. But there are many other elements to conquer beyond the basics of character and
plot. A mystery is more than a novel, more than a compelling account of people whose fate
engages us. The mystery is a way of examining the dark side of human nature, a means by
which we can explore, vicariously, the perplexing questions of crime, guilt and innocence,
violence and justice. The mystery not only re-creates the original conditions from which violence
springs, tracking the chaos that murder unleashes, but then attempts to divine the truth through
the process of rational investigation and eventually restores an order to the universe.That's a bit
much, you may complain. How can you, as a mystery writer, accomplish such an impossible
feat? You must become, first and foremost, a student of human nature, a self-appointed
armchair psychologist, willing not only to analyze and understand your fellow creatures, but to
inquire into your own soul and chart its contradictions. Translating your insights into fiction isn't
easy, but the mystery is the perfect vehicle for the observations you have made. The term
mystery is an umbrella that shelters a variety of subgenres: the traditional whodunit, the private
eye, the classic puzzle, the police procedural, action/adventure, thriller, espionage, the novels of



psychological and romantic suspense. You would do well to consider the assets and the
drawbacks of each before you decide which is best suited for the particular story you wish to
tell.In addition to pace and suspense, there are questions of tone and atmosphere, the use of
description, the balance of action, exposition, and dialogue. There are also requirements
peculiar to the genre: clues, red herrings, the tying up of loose ends. As a mystery writer, you will
need to acquire at least a nodding acquaintance with technical matters such as forensics,
ballistics, and police procedure. We are, after all, writing about murder, which involves a number
of specialists whose job it is to address the scientific and legal aspects of the subject. While you
may not have to be a licensed expert yourself, you may be writing about the experts, and you'll
need to know enough about a given subject to convey both data and attitudes convincingly. A
mystery writer needs to have an understanding of how the judicial system works, a knowledge of
investigative procedures, and access to specialized information, both mundane and exotic.Aside
from their technical proficiency, mystery writers are the magicians of fiction. We're the
illusionists, working with sleight of hand in the performance of our art. With this book, we'll be
taking you behind the scenes so you can see how the riddles are created and the illusions
sustained. Keep in mind that the mystery is the one form in which the reader and the writer are
pitted against each other. Your job, as a practicing mystery writer, is to lay out a believable tale of
intrigue and ingenuity … always with the proviso that you play fair with the reader, who in turn will
be doing his or her best to catch you at your tricks. You would do well, incidentally, to assume
your reader is at least as smart as you.We've designed this book as a walk-through, taking you
from the first flash of inspiration to the point at which you'll search for an agent or an editor,
finished manuscript in hand. Every work of fiction you write begins with an idea, sometimes quite
fleeting, which you must work to develop, fleshing out the bare bones of theme and plot, layering
in characters, making a hundred decisions about setting, tone, point of view, the style
appropriate to the story you want to tell. As you progress through the book, you'll find
suggestions about ways to research, approaches to character and plotting, techniques for
outlining the story as it takes shape. You'll find advice about dialogue, about planting clues and
building suspense. From beginning, to middle, to the rousing climax of your book, we're here,
like an army of experts, to offer guidance and assistance. We'll even counsel you about
stumbling blocks, what most writers think of as the three-quarter-mark sag, advising you what to
do when you lose steam momentarily and the book sags under its own weight.You'll hear many
distinct points of view expressed here, but you'll also find many areas where our attitudes merge.
It's been said that to learn something new, you need to hear it three times. You'll note the dictum
at work here. Some points about the mystery are made over and over again from the perspective
of writers whose work may appear very different on the surface. We've allowed the repetitions to
remain, hoping you'll take comfort from the fact that so many of us agree on the basics.The truth
of the matter is that you must teach yourself how to write. We can offer guidance, the painful
wisdom of our own hard-won experience, but in the end, you must hone your own skills,
conquering the countless devils that will plague you as you learn. As a mystery writer, you will



have to serve a long and sometimes arduous apprenticeship. We offer encouragement, our own
excitement at the prospect.This, then, is our gift to you.While the journey is yours, we offer you
this road map. We warn you of the pitfalls. We point you toward the high ground.As working
members of the Mystery Writers of America, we wish you Godspeed.— Sue
GraftonINTRODUCTIONWhen I first learned that Writer's Digest Books had proposed a second
edition of Writing Mysteries, I was startled to realize that nearly ten years had passed since the
original was published in 1992. The Mystery Writers of America has sponsored a handbook
since 1976 with much the same purpose in mind: to encourage and support beginning mystery
writers, offering counsel, direction, and practical advice about how to succeed in this form we so
love. In each of these guidebooks, well-known writers in the field have contributed essays on
every facet of the mystery, presenting a wide range of viewpoints and suggestions developed
after years of hard-earned experience, have contributed essays on every facet of the mystery,
presenting a room for new talent whose “take” on various aspects of the craft may be different.
Writers whose chapters are reprinted have had an opportunity to update, modify, and revise
where needed. On reflection, many have concluded they got it right the first time around. Others
have taken advantage of the occasion to amend and refine. While basic attitudes seem to prevail
from one generation to the next, trends do emerge. The past ten years have seen the flourishing
of the medical thriller, the legal thriller, and in nonfiction, the in-depth coverage of true crime. The
historical mystery has also emerged as a strong presence in the marketplace, along with
regional and ethnic variations on both the so-called cozy mystery and the hard-boiled private
eye. E-publishing has materialized, providing a new format, a new market, and easier access to
writers of every kind.Regardless of the subject matter, I've been delighted with the response,
amazed as always at the generosity of mystery writers addressing those who hope to join the
ranks. Whether you're reading this how-to manual for the first time or returning to sample its
insights again, you'll find much to consider, ponder, and absorb.If you're approaching the
mystery for the first time, you may not yet appreciate the profound mastery of the form required
to succeed. If you've already written your first mystery (even your second or third), you'll know
just how exasperating, exhilarating, rewarding, frustrating, and satisfying the genre can be. What
we've done here is assemble some of the finest writers working in the field, describing with
humor and candor the means and methods each has devised in tackling the mystery-writing
process.The creation of complex and believable characters is essential to the writing of a
successful mystery. Whether it's a short story or a full-length novel, the narrative line needs to be
strong, the prose style crisp, the pace relentless. But there are many other elements to conquer
beyond the basics of character and plot. A mystery is more than a novel, more than a compelling
account of people whose fate engages us. The mystery is a way of examining the dark side of
human nature, a means by which we can explore, vicariously, the perplexing questions of crime,
guilt and innocence, violence and justice. The mystery not only re-creates the original conditions
from which violence springs, tracking the chaos that murder unleashes, but then attempts to
divine the truth through the process of rational investigation and eventually restores an order to



the universe.That's a bit much, you may complain. How can you, as a mystery writer, accomplish
such an impossible feat? You must become, first and foremost, a student of human nature, a self-
appointed armchair psychologist, willing not only to analyze and understand your fellow
creatures, but to inquire into your own soul and chart its contradictions. Translating your insights
into fiction isn't easy, but the mystery is the perfect vehicle for the observations you have made.
The term mystery is an umbrella that shelters a variety of subgenres: the traditional whodunit,
the private eye, the classic puzzle, the police procedural, action/adventure, thriller, espionage,
the novels of psychological and romantic suspense. You would do well to consider the assets
and the drawbacks of each before you decide which is best suited for the particular story you
wish to tell.In addition to pace and suspense, there are questions of tone and atmosphere, the
use of description, the balance of action, exposition, and dialogue. There are also requirements
peculiar to the genre: clues, red herrings, the tying up of loose ends. As a mystery writer, you will
need to acquire at least a nodding acquaintance with technical matters such as forensics,
ballistics, and police procedure. We are, after all, writing about murder, which involves a number
of specialists whose job it is to address the scientific and legal aspects of the subject. While you
may not have to be a licensed expert yourself, you may be writing about the experts, and you'll
need to know enough about a given subject to convey both data and attitudes convincingly. A
mystery writer needs to have an understanding of how the judicial system works, a knowledge of
investigative procedures, and access to specialized information, both mundane and exotic.Aside
from their technical proficiency, mystery writers are the magicians of fiction. We're the
illusionists, working with sleight of hand in the performance of our art. With this book, we'll be
taking you behind the scenes so you can see how the riddles are created and the illusions
sustained. Keep in mind that the mystery is the one form in which the reader and the writer are
pitted against each other. Your job, as a practicing mystery writer, is to lay out a believable tale of
intrigue and ingenuity … always with the proviso that you play fair with the reader, who in turn will
be doing his or her best to catch you at your tricks. You would do well, incidentally, to assume
your reader is at least as smart as you.We've designed this book as a walk-through, taking you
from the first flash of inspiration to the point at which you'll search for an agent or an editor,
finished manuscript in hand. Every work of fiction you write begins with an idea, sometimes quite
fleeting, which you must work to develop, fleshing out the bare bones of theme and plot, layering
in characters, making a hundred decisions about setting, tone, point of view, the style
appropriate to the story you want to tell. As you progress through the book, you'll find
suggestions about ways to research, approaches to character and plotting, techniques for
outlining the story as it takes shape. You'll find advice about dialogue, about planting clues and
building suspense. From beginning, to middle, to the rousing climax of your book, we're here,
like an army of experts, to offer guidance and assistance. We'll even counsel you about
stumbling blocks, what most writers think of as the three-quarter-mark sag, advising you what to
do when you lose steam momentarily and the book sags under its own weight.You'll hear many
distinct points of view expressed here, but you'll also find many areas where our attitudes merge.



It's been said that to learn something new, you need to hear it three times. You'll note the dictum
at work here. Some points about the mystery are made over and over again from the perspective
of writers whose work may appear very different on the surface. We've allowed the repetitions to
remain, hoping you'll take comfort from the fact that so many of us agree on the basics.The truth
of the matter is that you must teach yourself how to write. We can offer guidance, the painful
wisdom of our own hard-won experience, but in the end, you must hone your own skills,
conquering the countless devils that will plague you as you learn. As a mystery writer, you will
have to serve a long and sometimes arduous apprenticeship. We offer encouragement, our own
excitement at the prospect.This, then, is our gift to you.While the journey is yours, we offer you
this road map. We warn you of the pitfalls. We point you toward the high ground.As working
members of the Mystery Writers of America, we wish you Godspeed.— Sue
GraftonINTRODUCTIONWhen I first learned that Writer's Digest Books had proposed a second
edition of Writing Mysteries, I was startled to realize that nearly ten years had passed since the
original was published in 1992. The Mystery Writers of America has sponsored a handbook
since 1976 with much the same purpose in mind: to encourage and support beginning mystery
writers, offering counsel, direction, and practical advice about how to succeed in this form we so
love. In each of these guidebooks, well-known writers in the field have contributed essays on
every facet of the mystery, presenting a wide range of viewpoints and suggestions developed
after years of hard-earned experience, have contributed essays on every facet of the mystery,
presenting a room for new talent whose “take” on various aspects of the craft may be different.
Writers whose chapters are reprinted have had an opportunity to update, modify, and revise
where needed. On reflection, many have concluded they got it right the first time around. Others
have taken advantage of the occasion to amend and refine. While basic attitudes seem to prevail
from one generation to the next, trends do emerge. The past ten years have seen the flourishing
of the medical thriller, the legal thriller, and in nonfiction, the in-depth coverage of true crime. The
historical mystery has also emerged as a strong presence in the marketplace, along with
regional and ethnic variations on both the so-called cozy mystery and the hard-boiled private
eye. E-publishing has materialized, providing a new format, a new market, and easier access to
writers of every kind.Regardless of the subject matter, I've been delighted with the response,
amazed as always at the generosity of mystery writers addressing those who hope to join the
ranks. Whether you're reading this how-to manual for the first time or returning to sample its
insights again, you'll find much to consider, ponder, and absorb.If you're approaching the
mystery for the first time, you may not yet appreciate the profound mastery of the form required
to succeed. If you've already written your first mystery (even your second or third), you'll know
just how exasperating, exhilarating, rewarding, frustrating, and satisfying the genre can be. What
we've done here is assemble some of the finest writers working in the field, describing with
humor and candor the means and methods each has devised in tackling the mystery-writing
process.The creation of complex and believable characters is essential to the writing of a
successful mystery. Whether it's a short story or a full-length novel, the narrative line needs to be



strong, the prose style crisp, the pace relentless. But there are many other elements to conquer
beyond the basics of character and plot. A mystery is more than a novel, more than a compelling
account of people whose fate engages us. The mystery is a way of examining the dark side of
human nature, a means by which we can explore, vicariously, the perplexing questions of crime,
guilt and innocence, violence and justice. The mystery not only re-creates the original conditions
from which violence springs, tracking the chaos that murder unleashes, but then attempts to
divine the truth through the process of rational investigation and eventually restores an order to
the universe.That's a bit much, you may complain. How can you, as a mystery writer, accomplish
such an impossible feat? You must become, first and foremost, a student of human nature, a self-
appointed armchair psychologist, willing not only to analyze and understand your fellow
creatures, but to inquire into your own soul and chart its contradictions. Translating your insights
into fiction isn't easy, but the mystery is the perfect vehicle for the observations you have made.
The term mystery is an umbrella that shelters a variety of subgenres: the traditional whodunit,
the private eye, the classic puzzle, the police procedural, action/adventure, thriller, espionage,
the novels of psychological and romantic suspense. You would do well to consider the assets
and the drawbacks of each before you decide which is best suited for the particular story you
wish to tell.In addition to pace and suspense, there are questions of tone and atmosphere, the
use of description, the balance of action, exposition, and dialogue. There are also requirements
peculiar to the genre: clues, red herrings, the tying up of loose ends. As a mystery writer, you will
need to acquire at least a nodding acquaintance with technical matters such as forensics,
ballistics, and police procedure. We are, after all, writing about murder, which involves a number
of specialists whose job it is to address the scientific and legal aspects of the subject. While you
may not have to be a licensed expert yourself, you may be writing about the experts, and you'll
need to know enough about a given subject to convey both data and attitudes convincingly. A
mystery writer needs to have an understanding of how the judicial system works, a knowledge of
investigative procedures, and access to specialized information, both mundane and exotic.Aside
from their technical proficiency, mystery writers are the magicians of fiction. We're the
illusionists, working with sleight of hand in the performance of our art. With this book, we'll be
taking you behind the scenes so you can see how the riddles are created and the illusions
sustained. Keep in mind that the mystery is the one form in which the reader and the writer are
pitted against each other. Your job, as a practicing mystery writer, is to lay out a believable tale of
intrigue and ingenuity … always with the proviso that you play fair with the reader, who in turn will
be doing his or her best to catch you at your tricks. You would do well, incidentally, to assume
your reader is at least as smart as you.We've designed this book as a walk-through, taking you
from the first flash of inspiration to the point at which you'll search for an agent or an editor,
finished manuscript in hand. Every work of fiction you write begins with an idea, sometimes quite
fleeting, which you must work to develop, fleshing out the bare bones of theme and plot, layering
in characters, making a hundred decisions about setting, tone, point of view, the style
appropriate to the story you want to tell. As you progress through the book, you'll find



suggestions about ways to research, approaches to character and plotting, techniques for
outlining the story as it takes shape. You'll find advice about dialogue, about planting clues and
building suspense. From beginning, to middle, to the rousing climax of your book, we're here,
like an army of experts, to offer guidance and assistance. We'll even counsel you about
stumbling blocks, what most writers think of as the three-quarter-mark sag, advising you what to
do when you lose steam momentarily and the book sags under its own weight.You'll hear many
distinct points of view expressed here, but you'll also find many areas where our attitudes merge.
It's been said that to learn something new, you need to hear it three times. You'll note the dictum
at work here. Some points about the mystery are made over and over again from the perspective
of writers whose work may appear very different on the surface. We've allowed the repetitions to
remain, hoping you'll take comfort from the fact that so many of us agree on the basics.The truth
of the matter is that you must teach yourself how to write. We can offer guidance, the painful
wisdom of our own hard-won experience, but in the end, you must hone your own skills,
conquering the countless devils that will plague you as you learn. As a mystery writer, you will
have to serve a long and sometimes arduous apprenticeship. We offer encouragement, our own
excitement at the prospect.This, then, is our gift to you.While the journey is yours, we offer you
this road map. We warn you of the pitfalls. We point you toward the high ground.As working
members of the Mystery Writers of America, we wish you Godspeed.— Sue Graftonpart
IPreparationpart IPreparationpart IPreparationoneTHE RULES AND HOW TO BEND
THEMJeremiah HealyWhen Sue Grafton asked me to write this article, she suggested as a title
“The Rules and How to Break Them.” Now, having been both an attorney and a law professor, I
naturally never break a rule. I have learned, however, that there are times when an old rule
should be abandoned or a current rule should not be applied. In other words, the rule should be
bent, usually because the reason behind the rule — the reason the rule was originally imposed
— wouldn't be promoted by adhering to the rule.For example, most states say that confidential
communications between spouses are privileged from disclosure. What's the reason behind
such a rule? Probably, the jurisdiction wants to encourage the exchange of intimacies that
promotes a marriage relationship. However, if the wife has sued the husband for divorce, then at
least communications thereafter should not be privileged, even though the couple is still
technically “married.” Why? Because the reason behind the rule just no longer applies. One
spouse's filing for divorce shows that there is no longer a marriage relationship to promote.Let
me take a similar approach to the “rules” of mystery writing. I will focus on the rules that
supposedly govern the private investigator novel, suggesting the reason(s) behind each and
where you can do some bending. Since most of us are aware of the Ten Commandments, let me
follow that pattern in identifying the rules.I. The Plot Is EverythingThe first rule of mystery writing
can be stated simply: The plot is everything. All other aspects of the book must be slaves to the
story line. A solid reason behind this rule is that most readers come to a mystery because the
genre promises an actual story, a characteristic that many find lacking in so-called mainstream
fiction. Also, many readers truly want a tale in which the problem is resolved and the guilty party



is punished, a disposition that is sadly lacking in many real-life bad acts. Given the reasons
behind this rule, I would not try to bend it.II. The Hero Must Be MaleThe typical hero in a private
investigator novel (as opposed to other types of mysteries) was a man. Why? Presumably, there
was a perception that the public would accept as a private investigator only a male with certain
physical strengths and acquired capabilities, like being a good shot or a tough street fighter. At
first blush, this reason behind the rule wasn't completely crazy: Many real-life private
investigators were former law enforcement or military service personnel, professions that were
almost exclusively male until relatively recently.However, society has changed dramatically. I
served with female military police officers in the 1970s, and there are now plenty of women in
civilian law enforcement as street cops or investigators. Accordingly, the perception has
changed, and with it, the reason behind the rule as well. Thanks to Sue Grafton, Linda Barnes,
and Sara Paretsky, we now have Kinsey Millhone, Carlotta Carlyle, and V.I. Warshawski,
respectively. This “rule” can be abandoned so long as the character, male or female, is
credible.A common aspect of the stereotypical private eye was that of heterosexual rogue,
presumably to attract and satisfy an audience thought to aspire to that questionable status.
Happily, the reason behind the rule no longer supports this aspect either. My own investigator,
John Francis Cuddy, is heterosexual but not a rogue: He remains faithful to the memory of his
dead wife until he meets a woman to whom he can commit. Joseph Hansen's Dave Brand-
stetter is neither heterosexual nor a rogue: He chooses his gay lovers carefully and stays with
one for many of the books in the series. So long as the character is carefully drawn, he or she is
no longer subject to expectations of orientation or promiscuity.III. The Setting Will Be Los
AngelesThe classic setting for a private investigator was L.A. Historically, Raymond Chandler
chose that city for Philip Marlowe. Current authors have followed that tradition (e.g., Arthur Lyons
for Jacob Asch and Robert Crais for Elvis Cole). I don't believe this choice was ever a rule,
especially given Dashiell Hammett's setting of San Francisco for Sam Spade. The reason
behind this presumed rule was that the “city of angels” provided a variety of social classes,
ethnicities, and corrupt officials. With all respect, a lot of cities (and many large towns) have
these advantages. Witness Marcia Muller's selection of San Francisco for Sharon McCone,
Jonathan Valin's Cincinnati for Harry Stoner, Loren Estleman's Detroit for Amos Walker,
Lawrence Block's New York for Matt Scudder, and Benjamin Schutz's Washington, DC, for Leo
Haggerty. The reason behind the rule of setting should be to have a place that provides a
suitable backdrop for your story line and a pool of different characters for your cast. Therefore,
choose your setting based on a combination of your needs and your familiarity.IV. Some
Violence Is RequiredThere must be some violence in a private investigator book. The reason
behind this rule is that without violence our knight-errant is neither tested nor confirmed in his or
her physical courage. However, the trick is to make the violence rational and advance the story
line. In real life, a private investigator who discharged his or her weapon (outside a firing range)
three times in a year, even without hitting anybody, would surely lose the permit to carry that
weapon. Accordingly, be sure your violence, particularly if committed by the hero, is



proportionate to the provocation involved. Also, have your violence occur at different points of
the book to pace the plot and revive the reader. If you are philosophically troubled by blood
onstage, have some of your violence occur offstage.The one mandate that the rule of violence
still carries, at least for a private investigator novel, is that there must be at least one death-by-
criminal-act in the book. There are some current practitioners who do not observe this rule, and
frankly I come away from their work feeling unsatisfied as a reader.V. Certain Violence Is
ProhibitedThe mirror image of the previous rule is that there are some types of violence that are
not acceptable, even in fiction. The virtually taboo areas include graphic scenes of child abuse,
rape, and cruelty to animals. The reason behind this rule is common decency. I once skated
close to this prohibition, having my private investigator protagonist discover a kitten flayed alive
by a bad guy. I quickly received “I had to stop reading the book” from fans and “I wish you hadn't
done that” from booksellers. Even though the act occurred offstage and the scene advanced the
plot, the rule-as-taboo was deemed broken.VI. Write in the First-Person NarrativeReturning
briefly to the gods, there is a sense that the private investigator novel must be written in the first-
person narrative style rather than the third-person narrative because that's the way both
Hammett and Chandler did it. By way of comeback, both Hammett and Chandler wrote detective
stories in both the first- and third-person styles, so this “rule” never really was a rule. However,
the reason behind it is instructive: When the narrator speaks to the reader as “I,” the reader
comes to identify with the narrator and accepts the limitations of information that the typically
chronological progression of first-person imposes on the structure of the book.Only a few
practitioners in the private eye field use the third-person narrative. The most successful
examples are the Whistler series by the late Robert Campbell and the Alo Nudger series by
John Lutz. Both these masters manage to engage the reader's interest and loyalty. Unless you
are an accomplished writer, however, I believe that the rule of first-person narrator is a good one
to follow. Just remember that what the first person give the first person also take away: All your
story line development has to occur through the eyes (and therefore the restricted field of vision)
of your narrator, and many great “words” would sound false coming from his or her lips (and
therefore your vocabulary options become restricted as well).VII. The Hero Cannot Be the
CulpritThe rule also has a mirror image: The culprit cannot be the hero. It is particularly difficult to
develop a plot in which the first-person narrator turns out to be the culprit. Also, the reader,
having come to identify with the hero, feels betrayed when the person the reader trusted turns
out to be the criminal. Finally, the hero as criminal is presumably someone the reader (or the
potential editor)feels he or she cannot adopt as a series character. Accordingly, at least in
private investigator fiction, the first-person narrator being the culprit should be avoided, unless
the traitorous hero is virtually crucified at the end of the book as retribution for the betrayal of the
reader.VIII. The Culprit Must Appear EarlyA rule that makes a lot of sense is that the author must
introduce the culprit early. I believe that the name or label of the character who is to be the culprit
should be introduced in the first few chapters, with the actual face-to-face meeting of the
investigator and the culprit occurring before a third of the novel is gone. The reason behind this



rule is ultimate fairness to the reader: At least part of the reason he or she is plowing through
your book is a sense of solving the puzzle before the investigator, and crucial information as to
each suspect — and especially the culprit — is necessary to play fair with your investigating
companion.IX. Use Only Two-Character ScenesA rule many of us observe without stating it is
that each scene should involve only the protagonist detective and one other character. The
reason for this is basic: The writer can alert the reader to a change of speaker simply by a
change in paragraphs without annoying the reader by a lot of express signals. My favorite
example of this is Robert B. Parker's Spenser books, in which the dialogue simply flows with only
occasional cues of “I said” or “Susan said” for the reader who has lost his or her place.If you
need to have more than two characters populating a scene, then be sure each has a distinctive
“voice” so that you don't confuse the reader by not providing express signals. Though not a
“private investigator” novelist, I think Elmore Leonard is the best example of a writer who can
capture a different voice without offensively caricaturing the social class or ethnicity of the
character speaking.X. Authenticity Is RequiredMost writers believe in the need to be authentic.
The reason behind this rule is that you do not wish to offend a “ringer” reader who knows more
about the subject than you do. To expand a hypothetical I've used before, Robert Randisi and
Parnell Hall have to be sure they are using the right subway lines in their books about Manhattan
and Brooklyn. On the other hand, Nancy Pickard and Bill Pronzini can create credible, but
fictional, towns outside Boston and San Francisco in which Main Street can run either north-
south or east-west. However, none of us can afford to have a character fire seven bullets from a
Smith … Wesson Combat Masterpiece without reloading. The interpretation of this rule is
simple: You must be authentic when you are trying to be authentic. Accordingly, research and
perhaps the help of an “expert” as proofreader is vitally important when you are dealing with real-
life facts.ConclusionThere are rules that can be bent and others that should be observed strictly.
With a little thought, you can be your own lawyer in determining when the reason behind the rule
permits bending or dictates adherence.oneTHE RULES AND HOW TO BEND THEMJeremiah
HealyWhen Sue Grafton asked me to write this article, she suggested as a title “The Rules and
How to Break Them.” Now, having been both an attorney and a law professor, I naturally never
break a rule. I have learned, however, that there are times when an old rule should be
abandoned or a current rule should not be applied. In other words, the rule should be bent,
usually because the reason behind the rule — the reason the rule was originally imposed —
wouldn't be promoted by adhering to the rule.For example, most states say that confidential
communications between spouses are privileged from disclosure. What's the reason behind
such a rule? Probably, the jurisdiction wants to encourage the exchange of intimacies that
promotes a marriage relationship. However, if the wife has sued the husband for divorce, then at
least communications thereafter should not be privileged, even though the couple is still
technically “married.” Why? Because the reason behind the rule just no longer applies. One
spouse's filing for divorce shows that there is no longer a marriage relationship to promote.Let
me take a similar approach to the “rules” of mystery writing. I will focus on the rules that



supposedly govern the private investigator novel, suggesting the reason(s) behind each and
where you can do some bending. Since most of us are aware of the Ten Commandments, let me
follow that pattern in identifying the rules.I. The Plot Is EverythingThe first rule of mystery writing
can be stated simply: The plot is everything. All other aspects of the book must be slaves to the
story line. A solid reason behind this rule is that most readers come to a mystery because the
genre promises an actual story, a characteristic that many find lacking in so-called mainstream
fiction. Also, many readers truly want a tale in which the problem is resolved and the guilty party
is punished, a disposition that is sadly lacking in many real-life bad acts. Given the reasons
behind this rule, I would not try to bend it.II. The Hero Must Be MaleThe typical hero in a private
investigator novel (as opposed to other types of mysteries) was a man. Why? Presumably, there
was a perception that the public would accept as a private investigator only a male with certain
physical strengths and acquired capabilities, like being a good shot or a tough street fighter. At
first blush, this reason behind the rule wasn't completely crazy: Many real-life private
investigators were former law enforcement or military service personnel, professions that were
almost exclusively male until relatively recently.However, society has changed dramatically. I
served with female military police officers in the 1970s, and there are now plenty of women in
civilian law enforcement as street cops or investigators. Accordingly, the perception has
changed, and with it, the reason behind the rule as well. Thanks to Sue Grafton, Linda Barnes,
and Sara Paretsky, we now have Kinsey Millhone, Carlotta Carlyle, and V.I. Warshawski,
respectively. This “rule” can be abandoned so long as the character, male or female, is
credible.A common aspect of the stereotypical private eye was that of heterosexual rogue,
presumably to attract and satisfy an audience thought to aspire to that questionable status.
Happily, the reason behind the rule no longer supports this aspect either. My own investigator,
John Francis Cuddy, is heterosexual but not a rogue: He remains faithful to the memory of his
dead wife until he meets a woman to whom he can commit. Joseph Hansen's Dave Brand-
stetter is neither heterosexual nor a rogue: He chooses his gay lovers carefully and stays with
one for many of the books in the series. So long as the character is carefully drawn, he or she is
no longer subject to expectations of orientation or promiscuity.III. The Setting Will Be Los
AngelesThe classic setting for a private investigator was L.A. Historically, Raymond Chandler
chose that city for Philip Marlowe. Current authors have followed that tradition (e.g., Arthur Lyons
for Jacob Asch and Robert Crais for Elvis Cole). I don't believe this choice was ever a rule,
especially given Dashiell Hammett's setting of San Francisco for Sam Spade. The reason
behind this presumed rule was that the “city of angels” provided a variety of social classes,
ethnicities, and corrupt officials. With all respect, a lot of cities (and many large towns) have
these advantages. Witness Marcia Muller's selection of San Francisco for Sharon McCone,
Jonathan Valin's Cincinnati for Harry Stoner, Loren Estleman's Detroit for Amos Walker,
Lawrence Block's New York for Matt Scudder, and Benjamin Schutz's Washington, DC, for Leo
Haggerty. The reason behind the rule of setting should be to have a place that provides a
suitable backdrop for your story line and a pool of different characters for your cast. Therefore,



choose your setting based on a combination of your needs and your familiarity.IV. Some
Violence Is RequiredThere must be some violence in a private investigator book. The reason
behind this rule is that without violence our knight-errant is neither tested nor confirmed in his or
her physical courage. However, the trick is to make the violence rational and advance the story
line. In real life, a private investigator who discharged his or her weapon (outside a firing range)
three times in a year, even without hitting anybody, would surely lose the permit to carry that
weapon. Accordingly, be sure your violence, particularly if committed by the hero, is
proportionate to the provocation involved. Also, have your violence occur at different points of
the book to pace the plot and revive the reader. If you are philosophically troubled by blood
onstage, have some of your violence occur offstage.The one mandate that the rule of violence
still carries, at least for a private investigator novel, is that there must be at least one death-by-
criminal-act in the book. There are some current practitioners who do not observe this rule, and
frankly I come away from their work feeling unsatisfied as a reader.V. Certain Violence Is
ProhibitedThe mirror image of the previous rule is that there are some types of violence that are
not acceptable, even in fiction. The virtually taboo areas include graphic scenes of child abuse,
rape, and cruelty to animals. The reason behind this rule is common decency. I once skated
close to this prohibition, having my private investigator protagonist discover a kitten flayed alive
by a bad guy. I quickly received “I had to stop reading the book” from fans and “I wish you hadn't
done that” from booksellers. Even though the act occurred offstage and the scene advanced the
plot, the rule-as-taboo was deemed broken.VI. Write in the First-Person NarrativeReturning
briefly to the gods, there is a sense that the private investigator novel must be written in the first-
person narrative style rather than the third-person narrative because that's the way both
Hammett and Chandler did it. By way of comeback, both Hammett and Chandler wrote detective
stories in both the first- and third-person styles, so this “rule” never really was a rule. However,
the reason behind it is instructive: When the narrator speaks to the reader as “I,” the reader
comes to identify with the narrator and accepts the limitations of information that the typically
chronological progression of first-person imposes on the structure of the book.Only a few
practitioners in the private eye field use the third-person narrative. The most successful
examples are the Whistler series by the late Robert Campbell and the Alo Nudger series by
John Lutz. Both these masters manage to engage the reader's interest and loyalty. Unless you
are an accomplished writer, however, I believe that the rule of first-person narrator is a good one
to follow. Just remember that what the first person give the first person also take away: All your
story line development has to occur through the eyes (and therefore the restricted field of vision)
of your narrator, and many great “words” would sound false coming from his or her lips (and
therefore your vocabulary options become restricted as well).VII. The Hero Cannot Be the
CulpritThe rule also has a mirror image: The culprit cannot be the hero. It is particularly difficult to
develop a plot in which the first-person narrator turns out to be the culprit. Also, the reader,
having come to identify with the hero, feels betrayed when the person the reader trusted turns
out to be the criminal. Finally, the hero as criminal is presumably someone the reader (or the



potential editor)feels he or she cannot adopt as a series character. Accordingly, at least in
private investigator fiction, the first-person narrator being the culprit should be avoided, unless
the traitorous hero is virtually crucified at the end of the book as retribution for the betrayal of the
reader.VIII. The Culprit Must Appear EarlyA rule that makes a lot of sense is that the author must
introduce the culprit early. I believe that the name or label of the character who is to be the culprit
should be introduced in the first few chapters, with the actual face-to-face meeting of the
investigator and the culprit occurring before a third of the novel is gone. The reason behind this
rule is ultimate fairness to the reader: At least part of the reason he or she is plowing through
your book is a sense of solving the puzzle before the investigator, and crucial information as to
each suspect — and especially the culprit — is necessary to play fair with your investigating
companion.IX. Use Only Two-Character ScenesA rule many of us observe without stating it is
that each scene should involve only the protagonist detective and one other character. The
reason for this is basic: The writer can alert the reader to a change of speaker simply by a
change in paragraphs without annoying the reader by a lot of express signals. My favorite
example of this is Robert B. Parker's Spenser books, in which the dialogue simply flows with only
occasional cues of “I said” or “Susan said” for the reader who has lost his or her place.If you
need to have more than two characters populating a scene, then be sure each has a distinctive
“voice” so that you don't confuse the reader by not providing express signals. Though not a
“private investigator” novelist, I think Elmore Leonard is the best example of a writer who can
capture a different voice without offensively caricaturing the social class or ethnicity of the
character speaking.X. Authenticity Is RequiredMost writers believe in the need to be authentic.
The reason behind this rule is that you do not wish to offend a “ringer” reader who knows more
about the subject than you do. To expand a hypothetical I've used before, Robert Randisi and
Parnell Hall have to be sure they are using the right subway lines in their books about Manhattan
and Brooklyn. On the other hand, Nancy Pickard and Bill Pronzini can create credible, but
fictional, towns outside Boston and San Francisco in which Main Street can run either north-
south or east-west. However, none of us can afford to have a character fire seven bullets from a
Smith … Wesson Combat Masterpiece without reloading. The interpretation of this rule is
simple: You must be authentic when you are trying to be authentic. Accordingly, research and
perhaps the help of an “expert” as proofreader is vitally important when you are dealing with real-
life facts.ConclusionThere are rules that can be bent and others that should be observed strictly.
With a little thought, you can be your own lawyer in determining when the reason behind the rule
permits bending or dictates adherence.oneTHE RULES AND HOW TO BEND THEMJeremiah
HealyWhen Sue Grafton asked me to write this article, she suggested as a title “The Rules and
How to Break Them.” Now, having been both an attorney and a law professor, I naturally never
break a rule. I have learned, however, that there are times when an old rule should be
abandoned or a current rule should not be applied. In other words, the rule should be bent,
usually because the reason behind the rule — the reason the rule was originally imposed —
wouldn't be promoted by adhering to the rule.For example, most states say that confidential



communications between spouses are privileged from disclosure. What's the reason behind
such a rule? Probably, the jurisdiction wants to encourage the exchange of intimacies that
promotes a marriage relationship. However, if the wife has sued the husband for divorce, then at
least communications thereafter should not be privileged, even though the couple is still
technically “married.” Why? Because the reason behind the rule just no longer applies. One
spouse's filing for divorce shows that there is no longer a marriage relationship to promote.Let
me take a similar approach to the “rules” of mystery writing. I will focus on the rules that
supposedly govern the private investigator novel, suggesting the reason(s) behind each and
where you can do some bending. Since most of us are aware of the Ten Commandments, let me
follow that pattern in identifying the rules.I. The Plot Is EverythingThe first rule of mystery writing
can be stated simply: The plot is everything. All other aspects of the book must be slaves to the
story line. A solid reason behind this rule is that most readers come to a mystery because the
genre promises an actual story, a characteristic that many find lacking in so-called mainstream
fiction. Also, many readers truly want a tale in which the problem is resolved and the guilty party
is punished, a disposition that is sadly lacking in many real-life bad acts. Given the reasons
behind this rule, I would not try to bend it.II. The Hero Must Be MaleThe typical hero in a private
investigator novel (as opposed to other types of mysteries) was a man. Why? Presumably, there
was a perception that the public would accept as a private investigator only a male with certain
physical strengths and acquired capabilities, like being a good shot or a tough street fighter. At
first blush, this reason behind the rule wasn't completely crazy: Many real-life private
investigators were former law enforcement or military service personnel, professions that were
almost exclusively male until relatively recently.However, society has changed dramatically. I
served with female military police officers in the 1970s, and there are now plenty of women in
civilian law enforcement as street cops or investigators. Accordingly, the perception has
changed, and with it, the reason behind the rule as well. Thanks to Sue Grafton, Linda Barnes,
and Sara Paretsky, we now have Kinsey Millhone, Carlotta Carlyle, and V.I. Warshawski,
respectively. This “rule” can be abandoned so long as the character, male or female, is
credible.A common aspect of the stereotypical private eye was that of heterosexual rogue,
presumably to attract and satisfy an audience thought to aspire to that questionable status.
Happily, the reason behind the rule no longer supports this aspect either. My own investigator,
John Francis Cuddy, is heterosexual but not a rogue: He remains faithful to the memory of his
dead wife until he meets a woman to whom he can commit. Joseph Hansen's Dave Brand-
stetter is neither heterosexual nor a rogue: He chooses his gay lovers carefully and stays with
one for many of the books in the series. So long as the character is carefully drawn, he or she is
no longer subject to expectations of orientation or promiscuity.III. The Setting Will Be Los
AngelesThe classic setting for a private investigator was L.A. Historically, Raymond Chandler
chose that city for Philip Marlowe. Current authors have followed that tradition (e.g., Arthur Lyons
for Jacob Asch and Robert Crais for Elvis Cole). I don't believe this choice was ever a rule,
especially given Dashiell Hammett's setting of San Francisco for Sam Spade. The reason



behind this presumed rule was that the “city of angels” provided a variety of social classes,
ethnicities, and corrupt officials. With all respect, a lot of cities (and many large towns) have
these advantages. Witness Marcia Muller's selection of San Francisco for Sharon McCone,
Jonathan Valin's Cincinnati for Harry Stoner, Loren Estleman's Detroit for Amos Walker,
Lawrence Block's New York for Matt Scudder, and Benjamin Schutz's Washington, DC, for Leo
Haggerty. The reason behind the rule of setting should be to have a place that provides a
suitable backdrop for your story line and a pool of different characters for your cast. Therefore,
choose your setting based on a combination of your needs and your familiarity.IV. Some
Violence Is RequiredThere must be some violence in a private investigator book. The reason
behind this rule is that without violence our knight-errant is neither tested nor confirmed in his or
her physical courage. However, the trick is to make the violence rational and advance the story
line. In real life, a private investigator who discharged his or her weapon (outside a firing range)
three times in a year, even without hitting anybody, would surely lose the permit to carry that
weapon. Accordingly, be sure your violence, particularly if committed by the hero, is
proportionate to the provocation involved. Also, have your violence occur at different points of
the book to pace the plot and revive the reader. If you are philosophically troubled by blood
onstage, have some of your violence occur offstage.The one mandate that the rule of violence
still carries, at least for a private investigator novel, is that there must be at least one death-by-
criminal-act in the book. There are some current practitioners who do not observe this rule, and
frankly I come away from their work feeling unsatisfied as a reader.V. Certain Violence Is
ProhibitedThe mirror image of the previous rule is that there are some types of violence that are
not acceptable, even in fiction. The virtually taboo areas include graphic scenes of child abuse,
rape, and cruelty to animals. The reason behind this rule is common decency. I once skated
close to this prohibition, having my private investigator protagonist discover a kitten flayed alive
by a bad guy. I quickly received “I had to stop reading the book” from fans and “I wish you hadn't
done that” from booksellers. Even though the act occurred offstage and the scene advanced the
plot, the rule-as-taboo was deemed broken.VI. Write in the First-Person NarrativeReturning
briefly to the gods, there is a sense that the private investigator novel must be written in the first-
person narrative style rather than the third-person narrative because that's the way both
Hammett and Chandler did it. By way of comeback, both Hammett and Chandler wrote detective
stories in both the first- and third-person styles, so this “rule” never really was a rule. However,
the reason behind it is instructive: When the narrator speaks to the reader as “I,” the reader
comes to identify with the narrator and accepts the limitations of information that the typically
chronological progression of first-person imposes on the structure of the book.Only a few
practitioners in the private eye field use the third-person narrative. The most successful
examples are the Whistler series by the late Robert Campbell and the Alo Nudger series by
John Lutz. Both these masters manage to engage the reader's interest and loyalty. Unless you
are an accomplished writer, however, I believe that the rule of first-person narrator is a good one
to follow. Just remember that what the first person give the first person also take away: All your



story line development has to occur through the eyes (and therefore the restricted field of vision)
of your narrator, and many great “words” would sound false coming from his or her lips (and
therefore your vocabulary options become restricted as well).VII. The Hero Cannot Be the
CulpritThe rule also has a mirror image: The culprit cannot be the hero. It is particularly difficult to
develop a plot in which the first-person narrator turns out to be the culprit. Also, the reader,
having come to identify with the hero, feels betrayed when the person the reader trusted turns
out to be the criminal. Finally, the hero as criminal is presumably someone the reader (or the
potential editor)feels he or she cannot adopt as a series character. Accordingly, at least in
private investigator fiction, the first-person narrator being the culprit should be avoided, unless
the traitorous hero is virtually crucified at the end of the book as retribution for the betrayal of the
reader.VIII. The Culprit Must Appear EarlyA rule that makes a lot of sense is that the author must
introduce the culprit early. I believe that the name or label of the character who is to be the culprit
should be introduced in the first few chapters, with the actual face-to-face meeting of the
investigator and the culprit occurring before a third of the novel is gone. The reason behind this
rule is ultimate fairness to the reader: At least part of the reason he or she is plowing through
your book is a sense of solving the puzzle before the investigator, and crucial information as to
each suspect — and especially the culprit — is necessary to play fair with your investigating
companion.IX. Use Only Two-Character ScenesA rule many of us observe without stating it is
that each scene should involve only the protagonist detective and one other character. The
reason for this is basic: The writer can alert the reader to a change of speaker simply by a
change in paragraphs without annoying the reader by a lot of express signals. My favorite
example of this is Robert B. Parker's Spenser books, in which the dialogue simply flows with only
occasional cues of “I said” or “Susan said” for the reader who has lost his or her place.If you
need to have more than two characters populating a scene, then be sure each has a distinctive
“voice” so that you don't confuse the reader by not providing express signals. Though not a
“private investigator” novelist, I think Elmore Leonard is the best example of a writer who can
capture a different voice without offensively caricaturing the social class or ethnicity of the
character speaking.X. Authenticity Is RequiredMost writers believe in the need to be authentic.
The reason behind this rule is that you do not wish to offend a “ringer” reader who knows more
about the subject than you do. To expand a hypothetical I've used before, Robert Randisi and
Parnell Hall have to be sure they are using the right subway lines in their books about Manhattan
and Brooklyn. On the other hand, Nancy Pickard and Bill Pronzini can create credible, but
fictional, towns outside Boston and San Francisco in which Main Street can run either north-
south or east-west. However, none of us can afford to have a character fire seven bullets from a
Smith … Wesson Combat Masterpiece without reloading. The interpretation of this rule is
simple: You must be authentic when you are trying to be authentic. Accordingly, research and
perhaps the help of an “expert” as proofreader is vitally important when you are dealing with real-
life facts.ConclusionThere are rules that can be bent and others that should be observed strictly.
With a little thought, you can be your own lawyer in determining when the reason behind the rule



permits bending or dictates adherence.twoSPARKS, TRIGGERS, AND FLASHESMarilyn
WallaceAt book signings, conferences, and conventions, a mystery writer can be sure that,
eventually, three things will be asked: Someone will wonder whether you use a word processor
to compose, someone will inquire about your work habits, and an eager questioner will surely
ask, “Where do you get your ideas?”The replies to the first two are fairly predictable.“I always/
never/after first draft work on a computer.”“I work every morning/afternoon/evening for four/six/
eight hours.”It's in response to “Where do you get your ideas?” that writers take the opportunity
to be really creative. “From Cleveland/Macy's/ the cosmic pipeline,” the writer explains. The
questioner goes away entertained but unsatisfied. The respondent worries whether glibness is
the proper refuge from such a familiar query, decides brevity was the required virtue, and goes
home to work on her book.The work consists of pushing, prodding, pulling, and otherwise trying
to wrest a book or story from a glimmer of a notion. And while she's so engaged, she realizes
that it would have been helpful to provide the answers to several more specific questions: What
sparks you to write a mystery? What triggers the decision to turn an idea into a novel or a short
story? If you can't start working right away, how do you keep the flash of an idea from fading
away completely?Of course, what works for one writer won't necessarily be effective for another.
And what's useful today may not have the same result a month later for the same writer. Still, the
questions are worth exploring.What Sparks You to Write a Mystery?Since mysteries deal with
people in the throes of powerful emotions — greed, fury, revenge, love, lust — it helps to be
attuned to those emotions in yourself and in others. What makes your blood boil? What are you
desperate to protect? To gain? What makes you angry, afraid, confused? What issues or
incidents most often bring you closest to hostile confrontation with other people? In what
circumstances do you find yourself evading or embellishing the truth? What self-deceptions,
manipulations, obsessions are part of your personal repertoire? Paying honest attention to your
own feelings is one starting point of crime fiction. Since most of us will not directly experience
the acts we write about, what we can do instead is be aware of our emotions and what incites
them. This is a variation on the often repeated principle of writing what you know: Write what you
feel, and you're on your way.What musings take you on extended mental journeys? For me,
questions that engage my curiosity are often the starting point of fiction. “The Sentence” followed
after weeks of pondering the nature of obsession. Primary Target came out of discussions with
friends about what life would be like for the first woman to run for president of the United
States.Pay attention to those things that interest you deeply. A story infused with the writer's
passion to tell it is always more engrossing. Dick Francis cares about horses; Tony Hillerman
cares about Navajos; Mary Higgins Clark cares about ordinary people caught in extraordinary
circumstances. Enough said?Every pearl of mystery fiction begins with a grain of an idea that
serves as an irritant.For many writers, the fascination and, indeed, the mystery of human
behavior is the starting point for fiction. Because we're such a mobile, gregarious society, access
to other people's lives is commonplace; potential stories abound. A snatch of conversation
between a mother and her adult daughter, overheard in the airport, leads you to wonder about



the lives of the people you're so shamelessly eavesdropping on. Why is the daughter hissing
orders at the mother? What will happen after the mother boards her plane? The direct gaze of
an unshaven man dressed in tatters pierces you with the knowledge that he was once
someone's son. What sequence of events robbed him of his hope?Personally, my tolerance for
lack of closure must be very low — I feel compelled to explain these things to myself, and that
practice lends itself to creating fiction.Your storytelling may be stimulated by a newspaper article
that reports something unusual or intriguing. I was electrified by an article about a woman who,
under hypnosis, recalled the details of a murder that she claims she saw twenty-five years
earlier. What happened to bring the memory to the surface now? How will law enforcement
officials react to a chain of evidence a quarter-century old? The questions and images
generated by reading about this case may take years to work their way toward fictional life, but I
can tell by my visceral response that I'll eventually use it in some way.Susan Dunlap says that
when she's writing her Jill Smith series, all she has to do is sit back and read the local papers
about Berkeley, California. The town, she admits, provides her with endless material. Of course,
if you've chosen a city less colorful than Berkeley, you may have to work a little harder to identify
its fiction-provoking qualities. Look for the conflicts inherent in the social, political, and economic
life of a region, and you may find a starting point for a mystery.When Mickey Friedman was
interviewed by Carolyn Wheat at a writers' breakfast, she revealed that hot climates intrigue her.
Her face became transformed as she spoke of the decadence, the decay, the slime of Venice,
Florida, India, the south of France — all places she's captured wonderfully in her mysteries.
Some places are so thoroughly imbued with menace, either blatantly (mean streets, moody
moors) or in contrast to an idyllic patina (cozy villages, relaxed resorts) that a writer's
imagination is stirred into action. Novels of suspense, particularly those with ties to the gothic
tradition, rely heavily on such laden settings. Watch for places that excite strong responses in
you.Most writers are also incurable readers. Intriguing facts, gleaned from eclectic reading, can
push buttons. Did you know that a suicide who wears glasses almost always takes them off
before jumping to his death? What if a jumper is found splattered on the sidewalk … still wearing
his glasses? Scientific oddities, historical trivia, or even unusual psychological or spiritual
systems can spark the beginning of an idea.Wherever you find that initial inspiration, learn not to
censor yourself too early in the writing process. Something that at first glance seems to be a
cliche can be given a spin that will take it out of the realm of the ordinary, while an idea or an
image that seems too strange even for fiction can often be tamed into usefulness. Sticking too
close to the origins of an idea can keep you from seeing its dramatic possibilities. Allow your
mind to play awhile; see what catches fire, what continues to simmer, and what turns to cold
gray ash.What Triggers the Decision to Turn an Idea Into a Novel or a Short Story?The answer to
this is very nearly straightforward.If a trick ending, a gimmick, or a title presents itself first, or if
you've imagined a moment in which a character says, “Aha!” it's likely that the idea is best suited
to be a short story. A gimmick hardly has the heft to carry the burdens of character and plot
development required in a novel. On the other hand, the impact of a punch ending, along with



Poe's “unity of effect,” are hallmarks of the mystery or suspense short story.“A Tale of Two
Pretties” began its fictional life as a title that popped into my head when I wasn't looking. It tickled
me, and I got to thinking about Dickens and the noble melodrama of Sidney Carton and Charles
Darnay. And suddenly, from a title that appeared unbidden, I was working on a short story in
which two women decide that the way out of their personal problems is to trade places.If, on the
other hand, you're intrigued by a relationship or a moral dilemma or a social situation, it's clear
that you need the larger canvas of a novel on which to explore. A vague idea, unformed but
seductive, has potential for development as a novel. In the next stages of work, the themes will
emerge and the plot and characters take shape, but sometimes that can't happen until your
initial idea has a companion.You may be one of those people for whom it takes at least two
major ideas to make a novel. When something gnaws at you and refuses to go away, even
though you can't figure out how to use it, don't discard it. It might just be waiting for a
complementary piece to make it workable. It's not always predictable when and how those lone
notions will match up. But at some point, the two parts become interwoven and take on a shape
that's not one or the other but a third, new configuration.My first novel, A Case of Loyalties,
provided me with the inkling that mystery fiction might work this way. A painter-friend who lives in
a small town about three hours north of New York City called one day and told me that her
sixteen-year-old daughter had just been arrested for stealing a car. I listened to her concerns,
her frustration, her anger, her desire to do the right parental thing, and it struck deep emotional
chords in me.That was the first thread.Four days later, a painter-friend who lives in Oakland,
California, called to talk about the drive-by shooting she'd seen from her apartment window.The
two threads began to intertwine. Perhaps the proximity in time and the fact that they both
involved painters and cars led to this merging. But then the story developed a life of its own. The
painter-mother in the book is neither of my friends, and yet she's both of them. The fictional
events don't resemble their sources except in the most superficial terms. But it still took both
threads for that novel to happen; it grew from my emotional connection to both
situations.Deciding the most appropriate form is only one of the decisions you face after you
have that first idea. In fact, growing a novel is much like doing an acrostic puzzle. You start with a
character or a place or a fact or a situation, and eventually, by a back-and-forth process, you fit
in all the pieces that weren't part of your generating spark. You ask: What if? What next? Why
this? Sooner or later, you know what really happened and you know what appears to have
happened. You make decisions about how the truth will be revealed. From one step to the next,
especially when you're writing a novel, the original idea may become so transformed that you're
surprised to see where it's all led.For me, that's part of the excitement of writing.If You Can't Start
Working Right Away, How Do You Keep the Flash of an Idea From Fading Away Completely?
Suppose you're one of those writers constantly assaulted by glimmers of ideas. “So many ideas,
so little time” is your lament. Perhaps you're already writing a mystery and you're so afraid of
losing a hot new concept that you're tempted to start writing another book before you've finished
the one you're already working on. (All you can learn from this process is how to start a book.



Besides, I haven't seen any half-books in my local bookstores lately.) Maybe you're inundated by
the work that's paying your bills until you can “quit your day job.” How do you hold onto ideas that
seem exciting until you're ready to work on them?Some writers say that the measure of a good
idea is its ability to survive without being written down. A bad idea, they contend, will slip into the
murky depths of memory unretrieved and die a well-deserved death. But if you've accumulated
so many tidbits of data (the telephone numbers of your three best sixth-grade friends, all the
words to the Grateful Dead's “Ripple,” the names of all the bones in your foot) that things are
getting crowded in your brain, you may not feel very secure about being able to recall an
unformed idea a year later.Write down those elusive wisps of ideas. Write down a key phrase or
a twenty-page outline, but commit the thought to paper. It may lie in the bottom of a drawer and,
mercifully, never rise above the underlayers. One of these long-forgotten notes may become the
key to a scene, or a story, or even a novel. The physical act of writing something down will
reinforce it in your mind, and the idea will gain legitimacy so that you'll be better able to
remember its existence. Even if you never find the piece of paper, having written it down will fix it
more firmly in your mind. Something to do with a writer's wiring, I suppose, but I'm not especially
concerned with explaining it. I just know it works!Gillian Roberts goes a step further when she
suggests storing characters who interest you in an imaginary apartment house. Diabolically
efficient — the characters will bring their individual conflicts to this new community and will begin
to interact and perhaps may even develop stories on their own.Two Final CaveatsFirst, don't talk
your ideas to death. This is a hard lesson to learn, but you soon discover how quickly the need to
create fiction fizzles after you've told the plot of your new novel to the fourth or fifth friend who
has the patience to listen. If you don't altogether kill it, the desire to write it may become so
diluted that it's hard to get your storytelling juices going again.And, especially, don't ever be
afraid of running out of ideas. I promise you, more will come.Mysteries have an enduring appeal
because they tell stories of people and passions, conflicts and consequences; they chronicle the
moral dilemmas and interpersonal collisions of our times. And since change is one of the
constants of our world, you can be sure that new collisions and fresh dilemmas will continue to
arise to spark your imagination, trigger your desire to tell a story, and ignite your flash of
inspiration.twoSPARKS, TRIGGERS, AND FLASHESMarilyn WallaceAt book signings,
conferences, and conventions, a mystery writer can be sure that, eventually, three things will be
asked: Someone will wonder whether you use a word processor to compose, someone will
inquire about your work habits, and an eager questioner will surely ask, “Where do you get your
ideas?”The replies to the first two are fairly predictable.“I always/never/after first draft work on a
computer.”“I work every morning/afternoon/evening for four/six/eight hours.”It's in response to
“Where do you get your ideas?” that writers take the opportunity to be really creative. “From
Cleveland/Macy's/ the cosmic pipeline,” the writer explains. The questioner goes away
entertained but unsatisfied. The respondent worries whether glibness is the proper refuge from
such a familiar query, decides brevity was the required virtue, and goes home to work on her
book.The work consists of pushing, prodding, pulling, and otherwise trying to wrest a book or



story from a glimmer of a notion. And while she's so engaged, she realizes that it would have
been helpful to provide the answers to several more specific questions: What sparks you to write
a mystery? What triggers the decision to turn an idea into a novel or a short story? If you can't
start working right away, how do you keep the flash of an idea from fading away completely?Of
course, what works for one writer won't necessarily be effective for another. And what's useful
today may not have the same result a month later for the same writer. Still, the questions are
worth exploring.What Sparks You to Write a Mystery?Since mysteries deal with people in the
throes of powerful emotions — greed, fury, revenge, love, lust — it helps to be attuned to those
emotions in yourself and in others. What makes your blood boil? What are you desperate to
protect? To gain? What makes you angry, afraid, confused? What issues or incidents most often
bring you closest to hostile confrontation with other people? In what circumstances do you find
yourself evading or embellishing the truth? What self-deceptions, manipulations, obsessions are
part of your personal repertoire? Paying honest attention to your own feelings is one starting
point of crime fiction. Since most of us will not directly experience the acts we write about, what
we can do instead is be aware of our emotions and what incites them. This is a variation on the
often repeated principle of writing what you know: Write what you feel, and you're on your
way.What musings take you on extended mental journeys? For me, questions that engage my
curiosity are often the starting point of fiction. “The Sentence” followed after weeks of pondering
the nature of obsession. Primary Target came out of discussions with friends about what life
would be like for the first woman to run for president of the United States.Pay attention to those
things that interest you deeply. A story infused with the writer's passion to tell it is always more
engrossing. Dick Francis cares about horses; Tony Hillerman cares about Navajos; Mary Higgins
Clark cares about ordinary people caught in extraordinary circumstances. Enough said?Every
pearl of mystery fiction begins with a grain of an idea that serves as an irritant.For many writers,
the fascination and, indeed, the mystery of human behavior is the starting point for fiction.
Because we're such a mobile, gregarious society, access to other people's lives is
commonplace; potential stories abound. A snatch of conversation between a mother and her
adult daughter, overheard in the airport, leads you to wonder about the lives of the people you're
so shamelessly eavesdropping on. Why is the daughter hissing orders at the mother? What will
happen after the mother boards her plane? The direct gaze of an unshaven man dressed in
tatters pierces you with the knowledge that he was once someone's son. What sequence of
events robbed him of his hope?Personally, my tolerance for lack of closure must be very low — I
feel compelled to explain these things to myself, and that practice lends itself to creating
fiction.Your storytelling may be stimulated by a newspaper article that reports something
unusual or intriguing. I was electrified by an article about a woman who, under hypnosis, recalled
the details of a murder that she claims she saw twenty-five years earlier. What happened to
bring the memory to the surface now? How will law enforcement officials react to a chain of
evidence a quarter-century old? The questions and images generated by reading about this
case may take years to work their way toward fictional life, but I can tell by my visceral response



that I'll eventually use it in some way.Susan Dunlap says that when she's writing her Jill Smith
series, all she has to do is sit back and read the local papers about Berkeley, California. The
town, she admits, provides her with endless material. Of course, if you've chosen a city less
colorful than Berkeley, you may have to work a little harder to identify its fiction-provoking
qualities. Look for the conflicts inherent in the social, political, and economic life of a region, and
you may find a starting point for a mystery.When Mickey Friedman was interviewed by Carolyn
Wheat at a writers' breakfast, she revealed that hot climates intrigue her. Her face became
transformed as she spoke of the decadence, the decay, the slime of Venice, Florida, India, the
south of France — all places she's captured wonderfully in her mysteries. Some places are so
thoroughly imbued with menace, either blatantly (mean streets, moody moors) or in contrast to
an idyllic patina (cozy villages, relaxed resorts) that a writer's imagination is stirred into action.
Novels of suspense, particularly those with ties to the gothic tradition, rely heavily on such laden
settings. Watch for places that excite strong responses in you.Most writers are also incurable
readers. Intriguing facts, gleaned from eclectic reading, can push buttons. Did you know that a
suicide who wears glasses almost always takes them off before jumping to his death? What if a
jumper is found splattered on the sidewalk … still wearing his glasses? Scientific oddities,
historical trivia, or even unusual psychological or spiritual systems can spark the beginning of an
idea.Wherever you find that initial inspiration, learn not to censor yourself too early in the writing
process. Something that at first glance seems to be a cliche can be given a spin that will take it
out of the realm of the ordinary, while an idea or an image that seems too strange even for fiction
can often be tamed into usefulness. Sticking too close to the origins of an idea can keep you
from seeing its dramatic possibilities. Allow your mind to play awhile; see what catches fire, what
continues to simmer, and what turns to cold gray ash.What Triggers the Decision to Turn an Idea
Into a Novel or a Short Story?The answer to this is very nearly straightforward.If a trick ending, a
gimmick, or a title presents itself first, or if you've imagined a moment in which a character says,
“Aha!” it's likely that the idea is best suited to be a short story. A gimmick hardly has the heft to
carry the burdens of character and plot development required in a novel. On the other hand, the
impact of a punch ending, along with Poe's “unity of effect,” are hallmarks of the mystery or
suspense short story.“A Tale of Two Pretties” began its fictional life as a title that popped into my
head when I wasn't looking. It tickled me, and I got to thinking about Dickens and the noble
melodrama of Sidney Carton and Charles Darnay. And suddenly, from a title that appeared
unbidden, I was working on a short story in which two women decide that the way out of their
personal problems is to trade places.If, on the other hand, you're intrigued by a relationship or a
moral dilemma or a social situation, it's clear that you need the larger canvas of a novel on which
to explore. A vague idea, unformed but seductive, has potential for development as a novel. In
the next stages of work, the themes will emerge and the plot and characters take shape, but
sometimes that can't happen until your initial idea has a companion.You may be one of those
people for whom it takes at least two major ideas to make a novel. When something gnaws at
you and refuses to go away, even though you can't figure out how to use it, don't discard it. It



might just be waiting for a complementary piece to make it workable. It's not always predictable
when and how those lone notions will match up. But at some point, the two parts become
interwoven and take on a shape that's not one or the other but a third, new configuration.My first
novel, A Case of Loyalties, provided me with the inkling that mystery fiction might work this way.
A painter-friend who lives in a small town about three hours north of New York City called one
day and told me that her sixteen-year-old daughter had just been arrested for stealing a car. I
listened to her concerns, her frustration, her anger, her desire to do the right parental thing, and
it struck deep emotional chords in me.That was the first thread.Four days later, a painter-friend
who lives in Oakland, California, called to talk about the drive-by shooting she'd seen from her
apartment window.The two threads began to intertwine. Perhaps the proximity in time and the
fact that they both involved painters and cars led to this merging. But then the story developed a
life of its own. The painter-mother in the book is neither of my friends, and yet she's both of them.
The fictional events don't resemble their sources except in the most superficial terms. But it still
took both threads for that novel to happen; it grew from my emotional connection to both
situations.Deciding the most appropriate form is only one of the decisions you face after you
have that first idea. In fact, growing a novel is much like doing an acrostic puzzle. You start with a
character or a place or a fact or a situation, and eventually, by a back-and-forth process, you fit
in all the pieces that weren't part of your generating spark. You ask: What if? What next? Why
this? Sooner or later, you know what really happened and you know what appears to have
happened. You make decisions about how the truth will be revealed. From one step to the next,
especially when you're writing a novel, the original idea may become so transformed that you're
surprised to see where it's all led.For me, that's part of the excitement of writing.If You Can't Start
Working Right Away, How Do You Keep the Flash of an Idea From Fading Away Completely?
Suppose you're one of those writers constantly assaulted by glimmers of ideas. “So many ideas,
so little time” is your lament. Perhaps you're already writing a mystery and you're so afraid of
losing a hot new concept that you're tempted to start writing another book before you've finished
the one you're already working on. (All you can learn from this process is how to start a book.
Besides, I haven't seen any half-books in my local bookstores lately.) Maybe you're inundated by
the work that's paying your bills until you can “quit your day job.” How do you hold onto ideas that
seem exciting until you're ready to work on them?Some writers say that the measure of a good
idea is its ability to survive without being written down. A bad idea, they contend, will slip into the
murky depths of memory unretrieved and die a well-deserved death. But if you've accumulated
so many tidbits of data (the telephone numbers of your three best sixth-grade friends, all the
words to the Grateful Dead's “Ripple,” the names of all the bones in your foot) that things are
getting crowded in your brain, you may not feel very secure about being able to recall an
unformed idea a year later.Write down those elusive wisps of ideas. Write down a key phrase or
a twenty-page outline, but commit the thought to paper. It may lie in the bottom of a drawer and,
mercifully, never rise above the underlayers. One of these long-forgotten notes may become the
key to a scene, or a story, or even a novel. The physical act of writing something down will



reinforce it in your mind, and the idea will gain legitimacy so that you'll be better able to
remember its existence. Even if you never find the piece of paper, having written it down will fix it
more firmly in your mind. Something to do with a writer's wiring, I suppose, but I'm not especially
concerned with explaining it. I just know it works!Gillian Roberts goes a step further when she
suggests storing characters who interest you in an imaginary apartment house. Diabolically
efficient — the characters will bring their individual conflicts to this new community and will begin
to interact and perhaps may even develop stories on their own.Two Final CaveatsFirst, don't talk
your ideas to death. This is a hard lesson to learn, but you soon discover how quickly the need to
create fiction fizzles after you've told the plot of your new novel to the fourth or fifth friend who
has the patience to listen. If you don't altogether kill it, the desire to write it may become so
diluted that it's hard to get your storytelling juices going again.And, especially, don't ever be
afraid of running out of ideas. I promise you, more will come.Mysteries have an enduring appeal
because they tell stories of people and passions, conflicts and consequences; they chronicle the
moral dilemmas and interpersonal collisions of our times. And since change is one of the
constants of our world, you can be sure that new collisions and fresh dilemmas will continue to
arise to spark your imagination, trigger your desire to tell a story, and ignite your flash of
inspiration.twoSPARKS, TRIGGERS, AND FLASHESMarilyn WallaceAt book signings,
conferences, and conventions, a mystery writer can be sure that, eventually, three things will be
asked: Someone will wonder whether you use a word processor to compose, someone will
inquire about your work habits, and an eager questioner will surely ask, “Where do you get your
ideas?”The replies to the first two are fairly predictable.“I always/never/after first draft work on a
computer.”“I work every morning/afternoon/evening for four/six/eight hours.”It's in response to
“Where do you get your ideas?” that writers take the opportunity to be really creative. “From
Cleveland/Macy's/ the cosmic pipeline,” the writer explains. The questioner goes away
entertained but unsatisfied. The respondent worries whether glibness is the proper refuge from
such a familiar query, decides brevity was the required virtue, and goes home to work on her
book.The work consists of pushing, prodding, pulling, and otherwise trying to wrest a book or
story from a glimmer of a notion. And while she's so engaged, she realizes that it would have
been helpful to provide the answers to several more specific questions: What sparks you to write
a mystery? What triggers the decision to turn an idea into a novel or a short story? If you can't
start working right away, how do you keep the flash of an idea from fading away completely?Of
course, what works for one writer won't necessarily be effective for another. And what's useful
today may not have the same result a month later for the same writer. Still, the questions are
worth exploring.What Sparks You to Write a Mystery?Since mysteries deal with people in the
throes of powerful emotions — greed, fury, revenge, love, lust — it helps to be attuned to those
emotions in yourself and in others. What makes your blood boil? What are you desperate to
protect? To gain? What makes you angry, afraid, confused? What issues or incidents most often
bring you closest to hostile confrontation with other people? In what circumstances do you find
yourself evading or embellishing the truth? What self-deceptions, manipulations, obsessions are



part of your personal repertoire? Paying honest attention to your own feelings is one starting
point of crime fiction. Since most of us will not directly experience the acts we write about, what
we can do instead is be aware of our emotions and what incites them. This is a variation on the
often repeated principle of writing what you know: Write what you feel, and you're on your
way.What musings take you on extended mental journeys? For me, questions that engage my
curiosity are often the starting point of fiction. “The Sentence” followed after weeks of pondering
the nature of obsession. Primary Target came out of discussions with friends about what life
would be like for the first woman to run for president of the United States.Pay attention to those
things that interest you deeply. A story infused with the writer's passion to tell it is always more
engrossing. Dick Francis cares about horses; Tony Hillerman cares about Navajos; Mary Higgins
Clark cares about ordinary people caught in extraordinary circumstances. Enough said?Every
pearl of mystery fiction begins with a grain of an idea that serves as an irritant.For many writers,
the fascination and, indeed, the mystery of human behavior is the starting point for fiction.
Because we're such a mobile, gregarious society, access to other people's lives is
commonplace; potential stories abound. A snatch of conversation between a mother and her
adult daughter, overheard in the airport, leads you to wonder about the lives of the people you're
so shamelessly eavesdropping on. Why is the daughter hissing orders at the mother? What will
happen after the mother boards her plane? The direct gaze of an unshaven man dressed in
tatters pierces you with the knowledge that he was once someone's son. What sequence of
events robbed him of his hope?Personally, my tolerance for lack of closure must be very low — I
feel compelled to explain these things to myself, and that practice lends itself to creating
fiction.Your storytelling may be stimulated by a newspaper article that reports something
unusual or intriguing. I was electrified by an article about a woman who, under hypnosis, recalled
the details of a murder that she claims she saw twenty-five years earlier. What happened to
bring the memory to the surface now? How will law enforcement officials react to a chain of
evidence a quarter-century old? The questions and images generated by reading about this
case may take years to work their way toward fictional life, but I can tell by my visceral response
that I'll eventually use it in some way.Susan Dunlap says that when she's writing her Jill Smith
series, all she has to do is sit back and read the local papers about Berkeley, California. The
town, she admits, provides her with endless material. Of course, if you've chosen a city less
colorful than Berkeley, you may have to work a little harder to identify its fiction-provoking
qualities. Look for the conflicts inherent in the social, political, and economic life of a region, and
you may find a starting point for a mystery.When Mickey Friedman was interviewed by Carolyn
Wheat at a writers' breakfast, she revealed that hot climates intrigue her. Her face became
transformed as she spoke of the decadence, the decay, the slime of Venice, Florida, India, the
south of France — all places she's captured wonderfully in her mysteries. Some places are so
thoroughly imbued with menace, either blatantly (mean streets, moody moors) or in contrast to
an idyllic patina (cozy villages, relaxed resorts) that a writer's imagination is stirred into action.
Novels of suspense, particularly those with ties to the gothic tradition, rely heavily on such laden



settings. Watch for places that excite strong responses in you.Most writers are also incurable
readers. Intriguing facts, gleaned from eclectic reading, can push buttons. Did you know that a
suicide who wears glasses almost always takes them off before jumping to his death? What if a
jumper is found splattered on the sidewalk … still wearing his glasses? Scientific oddities,
historical trivia, or even unusual psychological or spiritual systems can spark the beginning of an
idea.Wherever you find that initial inspiration, learn not to censor yourself too early in the writing
process. Something that at first glance seems to be a cliche can be given a spin that will take it
out of the realm of the ordinary, while an idea or an image that seems too strange even for fiction
can often be tamed into usefulness. Sticking too close to the origins of an idea can keep you
from seeing its dramatic possibilities. Allow your mind to play awhile; see what catches fire, what
continues to simmer, and what turns to cold gray ash.What Triggers the Decision to Turn an Idea
Into a Novel or a Short Story?The answer to this is very nearly straightforward.If a trick ending, a
gimmick, or a title presents itself first, or if you've imagined a moment in which a character says,
“Aha!” it's likely that the idea is best suited to be a short story. A gimmick hardly has the heft to
carry the burdens of character and plot development required in a novel. On the other hand, the
impact of a punch ending, along with Poe's “unity of effect,” are hallmarks of the mystery or
suspense short story.“A Tale of Two Pretties” began its fictional life as a title that popped into my
head when I wasn't looking. It tickled me, and I got to thinking about Dickens and the noble
melodrama of Sidney Carton and Charles Darnay. And suddenly, from a title that appeared
unbidden, I was working on a short story in which two women decide that the way out of their
personal problems is to trade places.If, on the other hand, you're intrigued by a relationship or a
moral dilemma or a social situation, it's clear that you need the larger canvas of a novel on which
to explore. A vague idea, unformed but seductive, has potential for development as a novel. In
the next stages of work, the themes will emerge and the plot and characters take shape, but
sometimes that can't happen until your initial idea has a companion.You may be one of those
people for whom it takes at least two major ideas to make a novel. When something gnaws at
you and refuses to go away, even though you can't figure out how to use it, don't discard it. It
might just be waiting for a complementary piece to make it workable. It's not always predictable
when and how those lone notions will match up. But at some point, the two parts become
interwoven and take on a shape that's not one or the other but a third, new configuration.My first
novel, A Case of Loyalties, provided me with the inkling that mystery fiction might work this way.
A painter-friend who lives in a small town about three hours north of New York City called one
day and told me that her sixteen-year-old daughter had just been arrested for stealing a car. I
listened to her concerns, her frustration, her anger, her desire to do the right parental thing, and
it struck deep emotional chords in me.That was the first thread.Four days later, a painter-friend
who lives in Oakland, California, called to talk about the drive-by shooting she'd seen from her
apartment window.The two threads began to intertwine. Perhaps the proximity in time and the
fact that they both involved painters and cars led to this merging. But then the story developed a
life of its own. The painter-mother in the book is neither of my friends, and yet she's both of them.



The fictional events don't resemble their sources except in the most superficial terms. But it still
took both threads for that novel to happen; it grew from my emotional connection to both
situations.Deciding the most appropriate form is only one of the decisions you face after you
have that first idea. In fact, growing a novel is much like doing an acrostic puzzle. You start with a
character or a place or a fact or a situation, and eventually, by a back-and-forth process, you fit
in all the pieces that weren't part of your generating spark. You ask: What if? What next? Why
this? Sooner or later, you know what really happened and you know what appears to have
happened. You make decisions about how the truth will be revealed. From one step to the next,
especially when you're writing a novel, the original idea may become so transformed that you're
surprised to see where it's all led.For me, that's part of the excitement of writing.If You Can't Start
Working Right Away, How Do You Keep the Flash of an Idea From Fading Away Completely?
Suppose you're one of those writers constantly assaulted by glimmers of ideas. “So many ideas,
so little time” is your lament. Perhaps you're already writing a mystery and you're so afraid of
losing a hot new concept that you're tempted to start writing another book before you've finished
the one you're already working on. (All you can learn from this process is how to start a book.
Besides, I haven't seen any half-books in my local bookstores lately.) Maybe you're inundated by
the work that's paying your bills until you can “quit your day job.” How do you hold onto ideas that
seem exciting until you're ready to work on them?Some writers say that the measure of a good
idea is its ability to survive without being written down. A bad idea, they contend, will slip into the
murky depths of memory unretrieved and die a well-deserved death. But if you've accumulated
so many tidbits of data (the telephone numbers of your three best sixth-grade friends, all the
words to the Grateful Dead's “Ripple,” the names of all the bones in your foot) that things are
getting crowded in your brain, you may not feel very secure about being able to recall an
unformed idea a year later.Write down those elusive wisps of ideas. Write down a key phrase or
a twenty-page outline, but commit the thought to paper. It may lie in the bottom of a drawer and,
mercifully, never rise above the underlayers. One of these long-forgotten notes may become the
key to a scene, or a story, or even a novel. The physical act of writing something down will
reinforce it in your mind, and the idea will gain legitimacy so that you'll be better able to
remember its existence. Even if you never find the piece of paper, having written it down will fix it
more firmly in your mind. Something to do with a writer's wiring, I suppose, but I'm not especially
concerned with explaining it. I just know it works!Gillian Roberts goes a step further when she
suggests storing characters who interest you in an imaginary apartment house. Diabolically
efficient — the characters will bring their individual conflicts to this new community and will begin
to interact and perhaps may even develop stories on their own.Two Final CaveatsFirst, don't talk
your ideas to death. This is a hard lesson to learn, but you soon discover how quickly the need to
create fiction fizzles after you've told the plot of your new novel to the fourth or fifth friend who
has the patience to listen. If you don't altogether kill it, the desire to write it may become so
diluted that it's hard to get your storytelling juices going again.And, especially, don't ever be
afraid of running out of ideas. I promise you, more will come.Mysteries have an enduring appeal



because they tell stories of people and passions, conflicts and consequences; they chronicle the
moral dilemmas and interpersonal collisions of our times. And since change is one of the
constants of our world, you can be sure that new collisions and fresh dilemmas will continue to
arise to spark your imagination, trigger your desire to tell a story, and ignite your flash of
inspiration.threeON WORK SCHEDULESDick LochteEvery writer has to have some sort of work
schedule, even the writers who don't actually do any writing. These nonwriting writers busy
themselves with their real occupations, usually something that keeps them firmly in the public
eye — such as repeating a working writer's lines every night on stage, or appearing on television
in a three-story tic-tac-toe construction. They have definite schedules that they shift
imperceptibly to include infrequent meetings with the ghosts who are putting their thoughts on
paper, or with the publicists who are arranging for their media appearances to promote the
books that they haven't written. We can learn nothing from the work habits of those non
practitioners of the art.And, to tell the truth, I'm not sure that there's much more to be gleaned
from the specific habits of genuine practitioners, since the systems one uses to create a work of
fiction are as individual as one's taste in clothes.Take the great Raymond Chandler, for example.
In one of his collected letters, he described a rather Spartan technique for forging ahead on his
novels. He would set a number of hours aside each day in which, while he did not force himself
to write, he refused to allow himself the pleasure of doing anything else. He just sat there in his
room. Since he completed only six novels in twenty years, it follows that he spent a ghastly
amount of time staring at blank walls and even blanker sheets of paper. No wonder he wound up
hitting the sauce.Dick Francis takes a few months to complete his research, a few months at the
keyboard to write his novel, and the rest of the year traveling or promoting his books, which
appear annually like clockwork. It's a schedule to be revered.John D. MacDonald wrote from four
to eight hours a day, six days a week. Mickey Spillane, on the other hand, at least during his
early years, would sit down at the typewriter, slip the end of a roll of butcher paper under the
platen, and keep typing for as long as it took to complete a novel. Then he'd cut the pages, send
them to his publisher, and ignore the literary process for a while, until his accountant called to tell
him his pile of money needed topping.The first thing to realize is that your specific lifestyle or
livelihood will always dictate your work habits, and it would be a mistake to try to adopt the
schedule of a novelist just because you like his or her books.Due to changing employment
circumstances, I myself have shifted into several different work patterns during my three
decades at the keyboard. My first, which lasted six years, was built around a nine-to-five job at a
magazine in Chicago. I was left with few options. At least three nights a week, as soon as my
cohorts would wander off to sample the happy-hour wares of nearby saloons, I'd clear my desk
of the day's toil and shift into gear on my own work, which then consisted of interviews, articles,
and critiques for local newspapers. I'd stay with it until the need for food or sleep forced me to
call a halt.That sort of moonlighting may sound grueling, but it was a walk in the park compared
to my next schedule, which I adopted when I became a 100 percent freelance writer in southern
California. What I had not realized was the importance of having an official end to the workday,



after which I would be ethically free to pursue my private muse. Once I made the commitment to
a freelance career, I never again felt that freedom. If I wasn't trying to meet a deadline, I was
hustling new work. That narrowed down the time for creative writing to odd, very late nights and
occasional weekends.Under that system, it took me nearly three years to write my first novel,
Sleeping Dog. And at least a third of that was completed during a period of two months when I
steadfastly refused to do any major journalism projects. Fortunately, the success of that book
allowed me to alter the emphasis of my schedule. Since 1986, I have been fitting my nonfiction
work around my book writing, being much, much choosier about accepting magazine and
newspaper assignments.But I'm still forced to push my current manuscript aside from time to
time. I write a column of mystery reviews that appears every other week in the Los Angeles
Times, and review books and audios for other publications; this eats up about two days a week.
Then there are the odd movie and TV jobs that are hard to turn down because they're so
lucrative. Unfortunately, they're always we-need-it-right-away situations that force me to put the
book on hold.So, while I long ago established a system of at least six hours a day at the word
processor, I still haven't quite worked out which of those hours will be spent on behalf of a book
or any number of other writing projects. How, then, can I help you with your scheduling
problems? Well, unless your work history is identical to mine — and I wouldn't wish that on you
— you probably won't have a scheduling problem. You'll have a pretty good idea of the hours you
can carve out of each week for your project. The important thing is to make those hours count.
And there's where I can help you by describing some of the techniques I use.1. I welcome the
occasional insomnia. Usually, I can nod off without much effort, sometimes at a party in a
roomful of nattering people. But on those nights when sleep won't come, I'm not unhappy. I never
try to force it. Nor do I get out of bed to read or watch TV. What I do is think about the book in
progress, going over the construction of the chapter I'll be working on in the morning. Either of
two things happens: The mental effort puts me to sleep, or I wind up with a totally thought-out
chapter.2. I try to use the novel (or short story) to push personal problems out of my mind. Easier
said than done, of course, but unless this is accomplished, you might as well forget about your
book and spend the day going to the movies.3. I do my best to ignore the sluggish traffic and the
ghastly sound of NSYNC coming from the car radio when I drive my kid to school in the morning.
Here, the idea is to use every spare task — particularly those that require little or no thought —
to prepare yourself for the magic moment when you'll be allowed to put words on paper. For
example, don't turn on the radio while you're getting dressed. You don't need to watch the Today
show while fueling up on your morning coffee. Katie Couric may help you sell your book, but she
won't help you write it. And, by all means, do not carry a cellular phone. Even if it doesn't give
you brain tumors, it's a distraction and an annoyance to others. Think about the novel, instead.4.
I try to schedule errands — from posting mail to banking to visiting the doctor — in a bunch, or
singly, as early in the day as possible. You can noodle with creative ideas while running around
the city, but when it comes to actually putting words together, I think you have to clear the decks.
I have a friend who carries a laptop, jotting down bits and pieces of his novel in between haircuts



and business meetings. He actually writes sections of his books in short sprints, and I don't
know how he does it. It takes me an hour just to warm up.5. Research — on the Internet or at
libraries or other locations — should be completed before you start to write. When I'm writing
fiction, I keep research to a minimum. It's too easy to get so overwhelmed by information,
particularly in hopping from one Web site to the next, that, even if you don't forget the purpose of
your search, your sorting and editing brain cells short out. You get smothered by your notes or
printouts. The late Thomas Thompson (author of the best-selling true crime novels Blood and
Money and Serpentine) used to refer to this destructive postpone-the-novel process as “the tar
baby syndrome.”6. I try not to interrupt writing to deal with correspondence or phone calls.
Before starting work, I download my e-mail, but I ignore most of it, zapping all spam and saving
the newsgroup items for later perusal. Snail mail gets handled during the lunch break. The bills
get put aside, unopened, until I'm ready to pay them. The flyers and promotional material get
dumped unopened. Magazines get thrown onto a pile that eventually tumbles over when it
reaches knee height. I do read personal mail right away. (It goes without saying that checks get
very special attention.)7. Though the temptation is great, I don't screw around with my computer
when I should be working. I use it to process words, period. No Buffy the Vampire Slayer pinball
game. (At least not until work is done.) No goofing in chat rooms. During the workday, my
computer is merely a sophisticated typewriter. I even force myself to put off fiddling with word
counts and spell checkers until I've decided to call it a day.8. I rely heavily on my phone
answering machine, letting it take calls. If the writing is going particularly well, I'll even turn off the
sound.9. When I sit down at the word processor, I read whatever I've written the day before,
making small changes. Then I segue into the new material. I rarely go back any farther in the
book than the previous day's work. What you want to do is finish the first draft before going back
to check those opening chapters. Otherwise, you rarely get past the opening chapters.10. I do
whatever I can, short of losing friends for life, to avoid meeting people for lunch. You may think
you deserve a break, but you'll lose all the morning's momentum. Better to fix a quick salad or
nuke a frozen pizza (to use both ends of the calorie spectrum) and get back to that keyboard
before it cools.11. I'm flexible about my quitting hour. When I was single, I'd often work until two
or three in the morning. Now, I usually click off the computer at about five P.M. I try not to quit at
the end of a chapter. It's easier to start up again if you're in the middle of something.12. Finally,
there are times when, as a crime novelist, you'll be asked to participate in projects that aid and
abet the mystery genre, such as this handbook. Such requests will invariably take their toll on
your work schedule, and you should always turn them down. Just like I do.threeON WORK
SCHEDULESDick LochteEvery writer has to have some sort of work schedule, even the writers
who don't actually do any writing. These nonwriting writers busy themselves with their real
occupations, usually something that keeps them firmly in the public eye — such as repeating a
working writer's lines every night on stage, or appearing on television in a three-story tic-tac-toe
construction. They have definite schedules that they shift imperceptibly to include infrequent
meetings with the ghosts who are putting their thoughts on paper, or with the publicists who are



arranging for their media appearances to promote the books that they haven't written. We can
learn nothing from the work habits of those non practitioners of the art.And, to tell the truth, I'm
not sure that there's much more to be gleaned from the specific habits of genuine practitioners,
since the systems one uses to create a work of fiction are as individual as one's taste in
clothes.Take the great Raymond Chandler, for example. In one of his collected letters, he
described a rather Spartan technique for forging ahead on his novels. He would set a number of
hours aside each day in which, while he did not force himself to write, he refused to allow himself
the pleasure of doing anything else. He just sat there in his room. Since he completed only six
novels in twenty years, it follows that he spent a ghastly amount of time staring at blank walls
and even blanker sheets of paper. No wonder he wound up hitting the sauce.Dick Francis takes
a few months to complete his research, a few months at the keyboard to write his novel, and the
rest of the year traveling or promoting his books, which appear annually like clockwork. It's a
schedule to be revered.John D. MacDonald wrote from four to eight hours a day, six days a
week. Mickey Spillane, on the other hand, at least during his early years, would sit down at the
typewriter, slip the end of a roll of butcher paper under the platen, and keep typing for as long as
it took to complete a novel. Then he'd cut the pages, send them to his publisher, and ignore the
literary process for a while, until his accountant called to tell him his pile of money needed
topping.The first thing to realize is that your specific lifestyle or livelihood will always dictate your
work habits, and it would be a mistake to try to adopt the schedule of a novelist just because you
like his or her books.Due to changing employment circumstances, I myself have shifted into
several different work patterns during my three decades at the keyboard. My first, which lasted
six years, was built around a nine-to-five job at a magazine in Chicago. I was left with few
options. At least three nights a week, as soon as my cohorts would wander off to sample the
happy-hour wares of nearby saloons, I'd clear my desk of the day's toil and shift into gear on my
own work, which then consisted of interviews, articles, and critiques for local newspapers. I'd
stay with it until the need for food or sleep forced me to call a halt.That sort of moonlighting may
sound grueling, but it was a walk in the park compared to my next schedule, which I adopted
when I became a 100 percent freelance writer in southern California. What I had not realized
was the importance of having an official end to the workday, after which I would be ethically free
to pursue my private muse. Once I made the commitment to a freelance career, I never again felt
that freedom. If I wasn't trying to meet a deadline, I was hustling new work. That narrowed down
the time for creative writing to odd, very late nights and occasional weekends.Under that system,
it took me nearly three years to write my first novel, Sleeping Dog. And at least a third of that was
completed during a period of two months when I steadfastly refused to do any major journalism
projects. Fortunately, the success of that book allowed me to alter the emphasis of my schedule.
Since 1986, I have been fitting my nonfiction work around my book writing, being much, much
choosier about accepting magazine and newspaper assignments.But I'm still forced to push my
current manuscript aside from time to time. I write a column of mystery reviews that appears
every other week in the Los Angeles Times, and review books and audios for other publications;



this eats up about two days a week. Then there are the odd movie and TV jobs that are hard to
turn down because they're so lucrative. Unfortunately, they're always we-need-it-right-away
situations that force me to put the book on hold.So, while I long ago established a system of at
least six hours a day at the word processor, I still haven't quite worked out which of those hours
will be spent on behalf of a book or any number of other writing projects. How, then, can I help
you with your scheduling problems? Well, unless your work history is identical to mine — and I
wouldn't wish that on you — you probably won't have a scheduling problem. You'll have a pretty
good idea of the hours you can carve out of each week for your project. The important thing is to
make those hours count. And there's where I can help you by describing some of the techniques
I use.1. I welcome the occasional insomnia. Usually, I can nod off without much effort,
sometimes at a party in a roomful of nattering people. But on those nights when sleep won't
come, I'm not unhappy. I never try to force it. Nor do I get out of bed to read or watch TV. What I
do is think about the book in progress, going over the construction of the chapter I'll be working
on in the morning. Either of two things happens: The mental effort puts me to sleep, or I wind up
with a totally thought-out chapter.2. I try to use the novel (or short story) to push personal
problems out of my mind. Easier said than done, of course, but unless this is accomplished, you
might as well forget about your book and spend the day going to the movies.3. I do my best to
ignore the sluggish traffic and the ghastly sound of NSYNC coming from the car radio when I
drive my kid to school in the morning. Here, the idea is to use every spare task — particularly
those that require little or no thought — to prepare yourself for the magic moment when you'll be
allowed to put words on paper. For example, don't turn on the radio while you're getting dressed.
You don't need to watch the Today show while fueling up on your morning coffee. Katie Couric
may help you sell your book, but she won't help you write it. And, by all means, do not carry a
cellular phone. Even if it doesn't give you brain tumors, it's a distraction and an annoyance to
others. Think about the novel, instead.4. I try to schedule errands — from posting mail to
banking to visiting the doctor — in a bunch, or singly, as early in the day as possible. You can
noodle with creative ideas while running around the city, but when it comes to actually putting
words together, I think you have to clear the decks. I have a friend who carries a laptop, jotting
down bits and pieces of his novel in between haircuts and business meetings. He actually writes
sections of his books in short sprints, and I don't know how he does it. It takes me an hour just to
warm up.5. Research — on the Internet or at libraries or other locations — should be completed
before you start to write. When I'm writing fiction, I keep research to a minimum. It's too easy to
get so overwhelmed by information, particularly in hopping from one Web site to the next, that,
even if you don't forget the purpose of your search, your sorting and editing brain cells short out.
You get smothered by your notes or printouts. The late Thomas Thompson (author of the best-
selling true crime novels Blood and Money and Serpentine) used to refer to this destructive
postpone-the-novel process as “the tar baby syndrome.”6. I try not to interrupt writing to deal with
correspondence or phone calls. Before starting work, I download my e-mail, but I ignore most of
it, zapping all spam and saving the newsgroup items for later perusal. Snail mail gets handled



during the lunch break. The bills get put aside, unopened, until I'm ready to pay them. The flyers
and promotional material get dumped unopened. Magazines get thrown onto a pile that
eventually tumbles over when it reaches knee height. I do read personal mail right away. (It goes
without saying that checks get very special attention.)7. Though the temptation is great, I don't
screw around with my computer when I should be working. I use it to process words, period. No
Buffy the Vampire Slayer pinball game. (At least not until work is done.) No goofing in chat
rooms. During the workday, my computer is merely a sophisticated typewriter. I even force myself
to put off fiddling with word counts and spell checkers until I've decided to call it a day.8. I rely
heavily on my phone answering machine, letting it take calls. If the writing is going particularly
well, I'll even turn off the sound.9. When I sit down at the word processor, I read whatever I've
written the day before, making small changes. Then I segue into the new material. I rarely go
back any farther in the book than the previous day's work. What you want to do is finish the first
draft before going back to check those opening chapters. Otherwise, you rarely get past the
opening chapters.10. I do whatever I can, short of losing friends for life, to avoid meeting people
for lunch. You may think you deserve a break, but you'll lose all the morning's momentum. Better
to fix a quick salad or nuke a frozen pizza (to use both ends of the calorie spectrum) and get
back to that keyboard before it cools.11. I'm flexible about my quitting hour. When I was single,
I'd often work until two or three in the morning. Now, I usually click off the computer at about five
P.M. I try not to quit at the end of a chapter. It's easier to start up again if you're in the middle of
something.12. Finally, there are times when, as a crime novelist, you'll be asked to participate in
projects that aid and abet the mystery genre, such as this handbook. Such requests will
invariably take their toll on your work schedule, and you should always turn them down. Just like I
do.threeON WORK SCHEDULESDick LochteEvery writer has to have some sort of work
schedule, even the writers who don't actually do any writing. These nonwriting writers busy
themselves with their real occupations, usually something that keeps them firmly in the public
eye — such as repeating a working writer's lines every night on stage, or appearing on television
in a three-story tic-tac-toe construction. They have definite schedules that they shift
imperceptibly to include infrequent meetings with the ghosts who are putting their thoughts on
paper, or with the publicists who are arranging for their media appearances to promote the
books that they haven't written. We can learn nothing from the work habits of those non
practitioners of the art.And, to tell the truth, I'm not sure that there's much more to be gleaned
from the specific habits of genuine practitioners, since the systems one uses to create a work of
fiction are as individual as one's taste in clothes.Take the great Raymond Chandler, for example.
In one of his collected letters, he described a rather Spartan technique for forging ahead on his
novels. He would set a number of hours aside each day in which, while he did not force himself
to write, he refused to allow himself the pleasure of doing anything else. He just sat there in his
room. Since he completed only six novels in twenty years, it follows that he spent a ghastly
amount of time staring at blank walls and even blanker sheets of paper. No wonder he wound up
hitting the sauce.Dick Francis takes a few months to complete his research, a few months at the



keyboard to write his novel, and the rest of the year traveling or promoting his books, which
appear annually like clockwork. It's a schedule to be revered.John D. MacDonald wrote from four
to eight hours a day, six days a week. Mickey Spillane, on the other hand, at least during his
early years, would sit down at the typewriter, slip the end of a roll of butcher paper under the
platen, and keep typing for as long as it took to complete a novel. Then he'd cut the pages, send
them to his publisher, and ignore the literary process for a while, until his accountant called to tell
him his pile of money needed topping.The first thing to realize is that your specific lifestyle or
livelihood will always dictate your work habits, and it would be a mistake to try to adopt the
schedule of a novelist just because you like his or her books.Due to changing employment
circumstances, I myself have shifted into several different work patterns during my three
decades at the keyboard. My first, which lasted six years, was built around a nine-to-five job at a
magazine in Chicago. I was left with few options. At least three nights a week, as soon as my
cohorts would wander off to sample the happy-hour wares of nearby saloons, I'd clear my desk
of the day's toil and shift into gear on my own work, which then consisted of interviews, articles,
and critiques for local newspapers. I'd stay with it until the need for food or sleep forced me to
call a halt.That sort of moonlighting may sound grueling, but it was a walk in the park compared
to my next schedule, which I adopted when I became a 100 percent freelance writer in southern
California. What I had not realized was the importance of having an official end to the workday,
after which I would be ethically free to pursue my private muse. Once I made the commitment to
a freelance career, I never again felt that freedom. If I wasn't trying to meet a deadline, I was
hustling new work. That narrowed down the time for creative writing to odd, very late nights and
occasional weekends.Under that system, it took me nearly three years to write my first novel,
Sleeping Dog. And at least a third of that was completed during a period of two months when I
steadfastly refused to do any major journalism projects. Fortunately, the success of that book
allowed me to alter the emphasis of my schedule. Since 1986, I have been fitting my nonfiction
work around my book writing, being much, much choosier about accepting magazine and
newspaper assignments.But I'm still forced to push my current manuscript aside from time to
time. I write a column of mystery reviews that appears every other week in the Los Angeles
Times, and review books and audios for other publications; this eats up about two days a week.
Then there are the odd movie and TV jobs that are hard to turn down because they're so
lucrative. Unfortunately, they're always we-need-it-right-away situations that force me to put the
book on hold.So, while I long ago established a system of at least six hours a day at the word
processor, I still haven't quite worked out which of those hours will be spent on behalf of a book
or any number of other writing projects. How, then, can I help you with your scheduling
problems? Well, unless your work history is identical to mine — and I wouldn't wish that on you
— you probably won't have a scheduling problem. You'll have a pretty good idea of the hours you
can carve out of each week for your project. The important thing is to make those hours count.
And there's where I can help you by describing some of the techniques I use.1. I welcome the
occasional insomnia. Usually, I can nod off without much effort, sometimes at a party in a



roomful of nattering people. But on those nights when sleep won't come, I'm not unhappy. I never
try to force it. Nor do I get out of bed to read or watch TV. What I do is think about the book in
progress, going over the construction of the chapter I'll be working on in the morning. Either of
two things happens: The mental effort puts me to sleep, or I wind up with a totally thought-out
chapter.2. I try to use the novel (or short story) to push personal problems out of my mind. Easier
said than done, of course, but unless this is accomplished, you might as well forget about your
book and spend the day going to the movies.3. I do my best to ignore the sluggish traffic and the
ghastly sound of NSYNC coming from the car radio when I drive my kid to school in the morning.
Here, the idea is to use every spare task — particularly those that require little or no thought —
to prepare yourself for the magic moment when you'll be allowed to put words on paper. For
example, don't turn on the radio while you're getting dressed. You don't need to watch the Today
show while fueling up on your morning coffee. Katie Couric may help you sell your book, but she
won't help you write it. And, by all means, do not carry a cellular phone. Even if it doesn't give
you brain tumors, it's a distraction and an annoyance to others. Think about the novel, instead.4.
I try to schedule errands — from posting mail to banking to visiting the doctor — in a bunch, or
singly, as early in the day as possible. You can noodle with creative ideas while running around
the city, but when it comes to actually putting words together, I think you have to clear the decks.
I have a friend who carries a laptop, jotting down bits and pieces of his novel in between haircuts
and business meetings. He actually writes sections of his books in short sprints, and I don't
know how he does it. It takes me an hour just to warm up.5. Research — on the Internet or at
libraries or other locations — should be completed before you start to write. When I'm writing
fiction, I keep research to a minimum. It's too easy to get so overwhelmed by information,
particularly in hopping from one Web site to the next, that, even if you don't forget the purpose of
your search, your sorting and editing brain cells short out. You get smothered by your notes or
printouts. The late Thomas Thompson (author of the best-selling true crime novels Blood and
Money and Serpentine) used to refer to this destructive postpone-the-novel process as “the tar
baby syndrome.”6. I try not to interrupt writing to deal with correspondence or phone calls.
Before starting work, I download my e-mail, but I ignore most of it, zapping all spam and saving
the newsgroup items for later perusal. Snail mail gets handled during the lunch break. The bills
get put aside, unopened, until I'm ready to pay them. The flyers and promotional material get
dumped unopened. Magazines get thrown onto a pile that eventually tumbles over when it
reaches knee height. I do read personal mail right away. (It goes without saying that checks get
very special attention.)7. Though the temptation is great, I don't screw around with my computer
when I should be working. I use it to process words, period. No Buffy the Vampire Slayer pinball
game. (At least not until work is done.) No goofing in chat rooms. During the workday, my
computer is merely a sophisticated typewriter. I even force myself to put off fiddling with word
counts and spell checkers until I've decided to call it a day.8. I rely heavily on my phone
answering machine, letting it take calls. If the writing is going particularly well, I'll even turn off the
sound.9. When I sit down at the word processor, I read whatever I've written the day before,



making small changes. Then I segue into the new material. I rarely go back any farther in the
book than the previous day's work. What you want to do is finish the first draft before going back
to check those opening chapters. Otherwise, you rarely get past the opening chapters.10. I do
whatever I can, short of losing friends for life, to avoid meeting people for lunch. You may think
you deserve a break, but you'll lose all the morning's momentum. Better to fix a quick salad or
nuke a frozen pizza (to use both ends of the calorie spectrum) and get back to that keyboard
before it cools.11. I'm flexible about my quitting hour. When I was single, I'd often work until two
or three in the morning. Now, I usually click off the computer at about five P.M. I try not to quit at
the end of a chapter. It's easier to start up again if you're in the middle of something.12. Finally,
there are times when, as a crime novelist, you'll be asked to participate in projects that aid and
abet the mystery genre, such as this handbook. Such requests will invariably take their toll on
your work schedule, and you should always turn them down. Just like I do.fourWRITING WITH A
PARTNER, OR … WHAT PART OF “NO” DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND?Warren Murphy(Author's
note: The following piece is based on extensive interviews with other writers and not, except
where obvious, on personal experiences. Not even to me could God be so nasty.)So you want to
write with a partner, huh?I know how that goes. Get a partner and you have somebody to stand
alongside you while you suffer the inevitable slings and arrows of a philistine world.Get a partner
and you have somebody to share the good times too, and they will come, because — as the old
jazz musician said — if you hang around long enough, sooner or later they get to you.Get a
writing partner and you'll have someone whose strengths will fill in the gaps created by the
weaknesses in your work. And vice versa.And, of course, you'll have a kindred spirit who will
understand just what it is you do. Because, don't we all know that only a writer understands a
writer?Sounds great, doesn't it? What could be better than writing with a partner?Well, for a
start, how about prostate surgery? Frontal lobotomy? Electroshock therapy has many
adherents.As the proverbial been-there-done-that, supported by my vast amounts of field
research, here's my advice on partnering:Don't. Don't. Don't.If they were alive, you might ask
Gilbert and Sullivan. Maybe they'd talk to you; they sure didn't talk to each other. And whatever
happened to Art Garfunkel or Jim Messina or … well, you get the idea. And don't give me the
writing team of Ellery Queen because, from what I could deduce, they argued like cats in a bag
until they came up with the technique of one plotting and the other writing.Writing in tandem? It
almost always starts out like Damon and Pythias. It almost always winds up like the Worldwide
Wrestling Federation.Okay, you want specific? I don't know if you can handle specific. But here's
the distillation of what I heard from some writing teams I talked to.First up, there is the care and
feeding of a partner. You think a puppy's trouble? Wait until you get somebody who goes
angsting around, all aquiver with outraged indignation over the deletion of a comma. One of the
real problems with partnering is all the time you waste trying not to hurt your partner's feelings,
and in the end, it won't do you a bit of good because your partner knows you are a crass,
unfeeling egomaniac interested only in yourself.And wait until you are forced to spend time with
someone who hates you because, walking into a room together, six people know your name and



only five in the room know your partner's. Clearly you have been up to something criminous at
his expense.And the writing itself … the joint writing … oh, my God. Two months into the
partnership and you will wonder how you ever managed to get yourself saddled with a logically
challenged halfwit who is a functional illiterate to boot. Your partner, meanwhile, thinks exactly
the same thing but blames it all on your Alzheimer's and sends you a box of Depends on your
birthday … just in case.And then there's the absolute senseless, random nature of the tensions
involved in partnering. Here's a writer talking: “So lightning strikes and Hollywood calls me about
a book we wrote. And I talked to them and it looked good, and I called my partner and instead of
asking me about their offer, he said, 'Why did they call you? Why didn't they call me?'“‘I didn't
ask.’“‘You should have.’“‘Maybe it's because your phone is unlisted?’“‘Well, they sure didn't try
too hard, did they?’ And he hung up on me.”Same writer later: “So my partner sends me to
Hollywood to negotiate a deal and gives me specific minimums that he demands must be met. I
come back with 125 percent of his demands and he turns down the contract because, he said, it
was clear that if somebody as dumb as me could get 125 percent, anybody with sense could
easily have gotten 150 percent. Go figure.”Not convinced? Still going to go ahead with it, despite
all these warnings?Okay, you can't say I didn't try.Now listen carefully. If you're going to do it
anyway, then follow this one piece of advice:Get it in writing.Let me clarify that thought.Get it in
writing!Get what in writing?Get everything in writing. Everything you can think of. Who negotiates
for the partnership. Whose agent represents you. Who approves necessary expenses for
researching a book. If the partnership breaks up, who owns what.Who has to pay for the coffee.
Who buys the gas. Whose travel agent books planes and hotels. (One writer I know looked
around the hotel his partner's travel agent had booked and said, “Nice. Who was the last person
she booked on vacation? General Wainwright at Corregidor?”)And most, most important of all:
How are you going to work? Are you going to work together? Apart? Who plots? Who writes
first? Who rewrites? Who edits? Who's in charge of preparing and delivering the finished
manuscript?Now all of this may sound like a quibble or a joke, but it's neither. Anything you can
think of that two people can argue about, two writing partners will definitely argue about.And the
thing they'll argue about longest and loudest will be just how they are going to work together.Few
writers I know can actually write together at the same time, much less in the same place.
Instead, one plots; the other writes. Occasionally they switch. But those work rules have to be
decided in advance.Same for rewriting. Your partner may have written a scene that just oozes
royal purple on the page, something so ghastly that its publication will make you both
laughingstocks. Naturally, he thinks it's his best work. How do you change it?And that is the real
heart of darkness, the biggest nagging problem of equal partnerships: who decides. You have to
work all this out first, before it ever actually comes up, and then you have to live up to it. If one
partner plots, he decides on the plot. If the other partner does the writing, he makes the writing
decisions. And one of you has to be the final rewrite authority. Sure, you can discuss and you
can negotiate at every stop of the way (although neither of you will ever change your mind about
anything). But unless one of you has the power to say, “No, no, a thousand times no,” there will



most likely be no book.Instead, the partnership will just deteriorate into a vicious kind of “who
said, you said, I said, what said” chaos that leads always to bad partial manuscripts and
sometimes to homicide.So agree on how you're going to work, and then try to anticipate
everything else that might have to do with the business of authoring and put it in writing and both
of you sign and send copies to your lawyers. (Naturally, you will have separate lawyers since
neither of you trusts the other's attorney not to steal the pennies off your dead eyes.)Trust me on
this: 90 percent of lawsuits are filed because some one says, “Oh, I thought you understood
that.” Nobody understands anything. Get it in writing because later, when your partner starts to
rewrite the history of the terrible time he spent with you, you'll be amazed at all the things you're
alleged to have said, all the deviltry you're accused of having committed.Get it in writing. If you're
unsuccessful and never make a nickel from writing, then neither of you will much care. But the
moment the first dollar bill is slid under the door, all bets are off, so get it in writing.That said, and
all those caveats notwithstanding, then maybe — just maybe — a writing partnership can
endure.I speak from experience. I started in the business partnered up and spent my first quarter
century as a writer working with the greatest partner anyone could have. We wrote and sold a lot
of books, but partnership was different for us and, for the record, none of the things I just
complained about had anything to do with me and Richard Ben Sapir.Even before we ever wrote
a book together or published anything, Dick Sapir and I were best friends. We stayed best
friends. I tended his pet boa constrictor when he was out of town. He never knew it, but I once
put a guy on a government payroll to bodyguard Dick when he insisted upon going into ghetto-
area gin mills late at night and hustling the locals at the pool tables. We played drunken football
in the hallway of an Atlantic City hotel. We seized a radio station once and broadcast Radio Free
Hoboken until they chased us out. We were driving on the Jersey Turnpike when we heard that
JFK was dead, and we pulled off to the side to weep. Dick was the godfather of my children. I
was at his wedding; he was at mine. When he missed one, he said, “Don't worry, I'll make the
next one.”Workwise, we knew exactly what the other was doing. We'd think of some vague story,
and Dick would write the first half of the book and send it to me. No outline, no suggestions, just
wonderful characters doing strange things. He left it for me to figure out. I wrote the second half
of the book, and then, without his knowledge, I rewrote the whole book so it was seamless. I
always pretended I was just retyping it.Dick never called me on it. He had a reading dysfunction
and thus never read any of our books in print, so he didn't know what it was I did. Talk about a
great partner: one who doesn't complain about your work because he doesn't read your work. It
doesn't get better than that.It got sticky only once. Dick called and said he feared he had
destroyed our careers because in his last half-a-book, he had killed off one of our heroes who
had now turned out to be wildly popular with readers. “It's okay,” I said. “He's still alive. I changed
it.”“Without asking me?” It wasn't exactly high dudgeon; maybe medium dudgeon, but I was
apologizing for weeks.Years later, as he was writing his first solo book, he called me and said,
“You Irish bastard, why didn't you tell me?”“Tell you what?”“How hard it is to finish a book. I've
been writing all these beginnings for us, and I never knew how tough it was to write an ending



until I had to do it myself on this book of mine. Why didn't you tell me?”“I didn't want to brag,” I
said.“All these years, I thought I was carrying you.”“Same here.”Dick was in New Hampshire. I
was in New Jersey. I finished work at 5 in the morning, just as Dick was starting his day. He could
never quite figure out how that worked so he called me every day at 7 A.M., just to see if I was up
yet. Sometimes these calls were real important. He once called me to ask me how to spell that.I
suggested t-h-a-t.He said t-h-a-t had been his first guess but it didn't look right; was I sure? I
suggested he call his therapist. T-h-e-r-a-p-i-s-t.In our entire career together, we had one
argument over money. Dick had done some extra work, and I said I owed him five thousand
dollars. He said it was three thousand dollars. I sent him a check for five thousand dollars. A
check for two thousand dollars came back.The matter was never resolved because around that
time I lent him my brand-new car and when I went to get it, I found it in front of his house,
smashed, with a red ribbon neatly attached to the hood. He didn't remember how it happened
but it cost two thousand dollars to fix, so that resolved the big money dilemma.He was the writer
I respected most in the world. He had only one speed: overdrive. He never saved anything for
later; he gave you his best work every day. Drunk, sober, happy, sad — none of it mattered. The
pages flew from his typewriter with the implacable regularity of an I Love Lucy assembly line,
luminescent, pulsating with an intelligent hilarity. The New York Times called him “a brilliant
professional.”So that's how a partnership can and should work, huh? Based on trust, friendship,
and respect, right?No.Because then he went and died on me.Partners do that, you know. One
day you look up and the person you knew would always be there isn't there anymore.That sucks
eggs and ....Well … anyway … partnerships. Dick Sapir and I had a survivor's agreement, forced
on us by a publisher who wanted to give us a lot of money but wanted protection should one of
us shuffle off this mortal coil. We thought it totally unnecessary, but today it allows the series we
created to continue, through ghostwriters, even though Dick died fifteen years ago. As I was
saying, we got it in writing.Summing up about partnering:Don't do it; it's harder than it looks and
more trouble than it's worth.If you must do it, pick a friend to partner with, but nevertheless,
decide who does what, live up to your rules, and put it all in writing. You'll thank me later.Then
give it a shot. Hope for the best. But be prepared to say good-bye.fourWRITING WITH A
PARTNER, OR … WHAT PART OF “NO” DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND?Warren Murphy(Author's
note: The following piece is based on extensive interviews with other writers and not, except
where obvious, on personal experiences. Not even to me could God be so nasty.)So you want to
write with a partner, huh?I know how that goes. Get a partner and you have somebody to stand
alongside you while you suffer the inevitable slings and arrows of a philistine world.Get a partner
and you have somebody to share the good times too, and they will come, because — as the old
jazz musician said — if you hang around long enough, sooner or later they get to you.Get a
writing partner and you'll have someone whose strengths will fill in the gaps created by the
weaknesses in your work. And vice versa.And, of course, you'll have a kindred spirit who will
understand just what it is you do. Because, don't we all know that only a writer understands a
writer?Sounds great, doesn't it? What could be better than writing with a partner?Well, for a



start, how about prostate surgery? Frontal lobotomy? Electroshock therapy has many
adherents.As the proverbial been-there-done-that, supported by my vast amounts of field
research, here's my advice on partnering:Don't. Don't. Don't.If they were alive, you might ask
Gilbert and Sullivan. Maybe they'd talk to you; they sure didn't talk to each other. And whatever
happened to Art Garfunkel or Jim Messina or … well, you get the idea. And don't give me the
writing team of Ellery Queen because, from what I could deduce, they argued like cats in a bag
until they came up with the technique of one plotting and the other writing.Writing in tandem? It
almost always starts out like Damon and Pythias. It almost always winds up like the Worldwide
Wrestling Federation.Okay, you want specific? I don't know if you can handle specific. But here's
the distillation of what I heard from some writing teams I talked to.First up, there is the care and
feeding of a partner. You think a puppy's trouble? Wait until you get somebody who goes
angsting around, all aquiver with outraged indignation over the deletion of a comma. One of the
real problems with partnering is all the time you waste trying not to hurt your partner's feelings,
and in the end, it won't do you a bit of good because your partner knows you are a crass,
unfeeling egomaniac interested only in yourself.And wait until you are forced to spend time with
someone who hates you because, walking into a room together, six people know your name and
only five in the room know your partner's. Clearly you have been up to something criminous at
his expense.And the writing itself … the joint writing … oh, my God. Two months into the
partnership and you will wonder how you ever managed to get yourself saddled with a logically
challenged halfwit who is a functional illiterate to boot. Your partner, meanwhile, thinks exactly
the same thing but blames it all on your Alzheimer's and sends you a box of Depends on your
birthday … just in case.And then there's the absolute senseless, random nature of the tensions
involved in partnering. Here's a writer talking: “So lightning strikes and Hollywood calls me about
a book we wrote. And I talked to them and it looked good, and I called my partner and instead of
asking me about their offer, he said, 'Why did they call you? Why didn't they call me?'“‘I didn't
ask.’“‘You should have.’“‘Maybe it's because your phone is unlisted?’“‘Well, they sure didn't try
too hard, did they?’ And he hung up on me.”Same writer later: “So my partner sends me to
Hollywood to negotiate a deal and gives me specific minimums that he demands must be met. I
come back with 125 percent of his demands and he turns down the contract because, he said, it
was clear that if somebody as dumb as me could get 125 percent, anybody with sense could
easily have gotten 150 percent. Go figure.”Not convinced? Still going to go ahead with it, despite
all these warnings?Okay, you can't say I didn't try.Now listen carefully. If you're going to do it
anyway, then follow this one piece of advice:Get it in writing.Let me clarify that thought.Get it in
writing!Get what in writing?Get everything in writing. Everything you can think of. Who negotiates
for the partnership. Whose agent represents you. Who approves necessary expenses for
researching a book. If the partnership breaks up, who owns what.Who has to pay for the coffee.
Who buys the gas. Whose travel agent books planes and hotels. (One writer I know looked
around the hotel his partner's travel agent had booked and said, “Nice. Who was the last person
she booked on vacation? General Wainwright at Corregidor?”)And most, most important of all:



How are you going to work? Are you going to work together? Apart? Who plots? Who writes
first? Who rewrites? Who edits? Who's in charge of preparing and delivering the finished
manuscript?Now all of this may sound like a quibble or a joke, but it's neither. Anything you can
think of that two people can argue about, two writing partners will definitely argue about.And the
thing they'll argue about longest and loudest will be just how they are going to work together.Few
writers I know can actually write together at the same time, much less in the same place.
Instead, one plots; the other writes. Occasionally they switch. But those work rules have to be
decided in advance.Same for rewriting. Your partner may have written a scene that just oozes
royal purple on the page, something so ghastly that its publication will make you both
laughingstocks. Naturally, he thinks it's his best work. How do you change it?And that is the real
heart of darkness, the biggest nagging problem of equal partnerships: who decides. You have to
work all this out first, before it ever actually comes up, and then you have to live up to it. If one
partner plots, he decides on the plot. If the other partner does the writing, he makes the writing
decisions. And one of you has to be the final rewrite authority. Sure, you can discuss and you
can negotiate at every stop of the way (although neither of you will ever change your mind about
anything). But unless one of you has the power to say, “No, no, a thousand times no,” there will
most likely be no book.Instead, the partnership will just deteriorate into a vicious kind of “who
said, you said, I said, what said” chaos that leads always to bad partial manuscripts and
sometimes to homicide.So agree on how you're going to work, and then try to anticipate
everything else that might have to do with the business of authoring and put it in writing and both
of you sign and send copies to your lawyers. (Naturally, you will have separate lawyers since
neither of you trusts the other's attorney not to steal the pennies off your dead eyes.)Trust me on
this: 90 percent of lawsuits are filed because some one says, “Oh, I thought you understood
that.” Nobody understands anything. Get it in writing because later, when your partner starts to
rewrite the history of the terrible time he spent with you, you'll be amazed at all the things you're
alleged to have said, all the deviltry you're accused of having committed.Get it in writing. If you're
unsuccessful and never make a nickel from writing, then neither of you will much care. But the
moment the first dollar bill is slid under the door, all bets are off, so get it in writing.That said, and
all those caveats notwithstanding, then maybe — just maybe — a writing partnership can
endure.I speak from experience. I started in the business partnered up and spent my first quarter
century as a writer working with the greatest partner anyone could have. We wrote and sold a lot
of books, but partnership was different for us and, for the record, none of the things I just
complained about had anything to do with me and Richard Ben Sapir.Even before we ever wrote
a book together or published anything, Dick Sapir and I were best friends. We stayed best
friends. I tended his pet boa constrictor when he was out of town. He never knew it, but I once
put a guy on a government payroll to bodyguard Dick when he insisted upon going into ghetto-
area gin mills late at night and hustling the locals at the pool tables. We played drunken football
in the hallway of an Atlantic City hotel. We seized a radio station once and broadcast Radio Free
Hoboken until they chased us out. We were driving on the Jersey Turnpike when we heard that



JFK was dead, and we pulled off to the side to weep. Dick was the godfather of my children. I
was at his wedding; he was at mine. When he missed one, he said, “Don't worry, I'll make the
next one.”Workwise, we knew exactly what the other was doing. We'd think of some vague story,
and Dick would write the first half of the book and send it to me. No outline, no suggestions, just
wonderful characters doing strange things. He left it for me to figure out. I wrote the second half
of the book, and then, without his knowledge, I rewrote the whole book so it was seamless. I
always pretended I was just retyping it.Dick never called me on it. He had a reading dysfunction
and thus never read any of our books in print, so he didn't know what it was I did. Talk about a
great partner: one who doesn't complain about your work because he doesn't read your work. It
doesn't get better than that.It got sticky only once. Dick called and said he feared he had
destroyed our careers because in his last half-a-book, he had killed off one of our heroes who
had now turned out to be wildly popular with readers. “It's okay,” I said. “He's still alive. I changed
it.”“Without asking me?” It wasn't exactly high dudgeon; maybe medium dudgeon, but I was
apologizing for weeks.Years later, as he was writing his first solo book, he called me and said,
“You Irish bastard, why didn't you tell me?”“Tell you what?”“How hard it is to finish a book. I've
been writing all these beginnings for us, and I never knew how tough it was to write an ending
until I had to do it myself on this book of mine. Why didn't you tell me?”“I didn't want to brag,” I
said.“All these years, I thought I was carrying you.”“Same here.”Dick was in New Hampshire. I
was in New Jersey. I finished work at 5 in the morning, just as Dick was starting his day. He could
never quite figure out how that worked so he called me every day at 7 A.M., just to see if I was up
yet. Sometimes these calls were real important. He once called me to ask me how to spell that.I
suggested t-h-a-t.He said t-h-a-t had been his first guess but it didn't look right; was I sure? I
suggested he call his therapist. T-h-e-r-a-p-i-s-t.In our entire career together, we had one
argument over money. Dick had done some extra work, and I said I owed him five thousand
dollars. He said it was three thousand dollars. I sent him a check for five thousand dollars. A
check for two thousand dollars came back.The matter was never resolved because around that
time I lent him my brand-new car and when I went to get it, I found it in front of his house,
smashed, with a red ribbon neatly attached to the hood. He didn't remember how it happened
but it cost two thousand dollars to fix, so that resolved the big money dilemma.He was the writer
I respected most in the world. He had only one speed: overdrive. He never saved anything for
later; he gave you his best work every day. Drunk, sober, happy, sad — none of it mattered. The
pages flew from his typewriter with the implacable regularity of an I Love Lucy assembly line,
luminescent, pulsating with an intelligent hilarity. The New York Times called him “a brilliant
professional.”So that's how a partnership can and should work, huh? Based on trust, friendship,
and respect, right?No.Because then he went and died on me.Partners do that, you know. One
day you look up and the person you knew would always be there isn't there anymore.That sucks
eggs and ....Well … anyway … partnerships. Dick Sapir and I had a survivor's agreement, forced
on us by a publisher who wanted to give us a lot of money but wanted protection should one of
us shuffle off this mortal coil. We thought it totally unnecessary, but today it allows the series we



created to continue, through ghostwriters, even though Dick died fifteen years ago. As I was
saying, we got it in writing.Summing up about partnering:Don't do it; it's harder than it looks and
more trouble than it's worth.If you must do it, pick a friend to partner with, but nevertheless,
decide who does what, live up to your rules, and put it all in writing. You'll thank me later.Then
give it a shot. Hope for the best. But be prepared to say good-bye.fourWRITING WITH A
PARTNER, OR … WHAT PART OF “NO” DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND?Warren Murphy(Author's
note: The following piece is based on extensive interviews with other writers and not, except
where obvious, on personal experiences. Not even to me could God be so nasty.)So you want to
write with a partner, huh?I know how that goes. Get a partner and you have somebody to stand
alongside you while you suffer the inevitable slings and arrows of a philistine world.Get a partner
and you have somebody to share the good times too, and they will come, because — as the old
jazz musician said — if you hang around long enough, sooner or later they get to you.Get a
writing partner and you'll have someone whose strengths will fill in the gaps created by the
weaknesses in your work. And vice versa.And, of course, you'll have a kindred spirit who will
understand just what it is you do. Because, don't we all know that only a writer understands a
writer?Sounds great, doesn't it? What could be better than writing with a partner?Well, for a
start, how about prostate surgery? Frontal lobotomy? Electroshock therapy has many
adherents.As the proverbial been-there-done-that, supported by my vast amounts of field
research, here's my advice on partnering:Don't. Don't. Don't.If they were alive, you might ask
Gilbert and Sullivan. Maybe they'd talk to you; they sure didn't talk to each other. And whatever
happened to Art Garfunkel or Jim Messina or … well, you get the idea. And don't give me the
writing team of Ellery Queen because, from what I could deduce, they argued like cats in a bag
until they came up with the technique of one plotting and the other writing.Writing in tandem? It
almost always starts out like Damon and Pythias. It almost always winds up like the Worldwide
Wrestling Federation.Okay, you want specific? I don't know if you can handle specific. But here's
the distillation of what I heard from some writing teams I talked to.First up, there is the care and
feeding of a partner. You think a puppy's trouble? Wait until you get somebody who goes
angsting around, all aquiver with outraged indignation over the deletion of a comma. One of the
real problems with partnering is all the time you waste trying not to hurt your partner's feelings,
and in the end, it won't do you a bit of good because your partner knows you are a crass,
unfeeling egomaniac interested only in yourself.And wait until you are forced to spend time with
someone who hates you because, walking into a room together, six people know your name and
only five in the room know your partner's. Clearly you have been up to something criminous at
his expense.And the writing itself … the joint writing … oh, my God. Two months into the
partnership and you will wonder how you ever managed to get yourself saddled with a logically
challenged halfwit who is a functional illiterate to boot. Your partner, meanwhile, thinks exactly
the same thing but blames it all on your Alzheimer's and sends you a box of Depends on your
birthday … just in case.And then there's the absolute senseless, random nature of the tensions
involved in partnering. Here's a writer talking: “So lightning strikes and Hollywood calls me about



a book we wrote. And I talked to them and it looked good, and I called my partner and instead of
asking me about their offer, he said, 'Why did they call you? Why didn't they call me?'“‘I didn't
ask.’“‘You should have.’“‘Maybe it's because your phone is unlisted?’“‘Well, they sure didn't try
too hard, did they?’ And he hung up on me.”Same writer later: “So my partner sends me to
Hollywood to negotiate a deal and gives me specific minimums that he demands must be met. I
come back with 125 percent of his demands and he turns down the contract because, he said, it
was clear that if somebody as dumb as me could get 125 percent, anybody with sense could
easily have gotten 150 percent. Go figure.”Not convinced? Still going to go ahead with it, despite
all these warnings?Okay, you can't say I didn't try.Now listen carefully. If you're going to do it
anyway, then follow this one piece of advice:Get it in writing.Let me clarify that thought.Get it in
writing!Get what in writing?Get everything in writing. Everything you can think of. Who negotiates
for the partnership. Whose agent represents you. Who approves necessary expenses for
researching a book. If the partnership breaks up, who owns what.Who has to pay for the coffee.
Who buys the gas. Whose travel agent books planes and hotels. (One writer I know looked
around the hotel his partner's travel agent had booked and said, “Nice. Who was the last person
she booked on vacation? General Wainwright at Corregidor?”)And most, most important of all:
How are you going to work? Are you going to work together? Apart? Who plots? Who writes
first? Who rewrites? Who edits? Who's in charge of preparing and delivering the finished
manuscript?Now all of this may sound like a quibble or a joke, but it's neither. Anything you can
think of that two people can argue about, two writing partners will definitely argue about.And the
thing they'll argue about longest and loudest will be just how they are going to work together.Few
writers I know can actually write together at the same time, much less in the same place.
Instead, one plots; the other writes. Occasionally they switch. But those work rules have to be
decided in advance.Same for rewriting. Your partner may have written a scene that just oozes
royal purple on the page, something so ghastly that its publication will make you both
laughingstocks. Naturally, he thinks it's his best work. How do you change it?And that is the real
heart of darkness, the biggest nagging problem of equal partnerships: who decides. You have to
work all this out first, before it ever actually comes up, and then you have to live up to it. If one
partner plots, he decides on the plot. If the other partner does the writing, he makes the writing
decisions. And one of you has to be the final rewrite authority. Sure, you can discuss and you
can negotiate at every stop of the way (although neither of you will ever change your mind about
anything). But unless one of you has the power to say, “No, no, a thousand times no,” there will
most likely be no book.Instead, the partnership will just deteriorate into a vicious kind of “who
said, you said, I said, what said” chaos that leads always to bad partial manuscripts and
sometimes to homicide.So agree on how you're going to work, and then try to anticipate
everything else that might have to do with the business of authoring and put it in writing and both
of you sign and send copies to your lawyers. (Naturally, you will have separate lawyers since
neither of you trusts the other's attorney not to steal the pennies off your dead eyes.)Trust me on
this: 90 percent of lawsuits are filed because some one says, “Oh, I thought you understood



that.” Nobody understands anything. Get it in writing because later, when your partner starts to
rewrite the history of the terrible time he spent with you, you'll be amazed at all the things you're
alleged to have said, all the deviltry you're accused of having committed.Get it in writing. If you're
unsuccessful and never make a nickel from writing, then neither of you will much care. But the
moment the first dollar bill is slid under the door, all bets are off, so get it in writing.That said, and
all those caveats notwithstanding, then maybe — just maybe — a writing partnership can
endure.I speak from experience. I started in the business partnered up and spent my first quarter
century as a writer working with the greatest partner anyone could have. We wrote and sold a lot
of books, but partnership was different for us and, for the record, none of the things I just
complained about had anything to do with me and Richard Ben Sapir.Even before we ever wrote
a book together or published anything, Dick Sapir and I were best friends. We stayed best
friends. I tended his pet boa constrictor when he was out of town. He never knew it, but I once
put a guy on a government payroll to bodyguard Dick when he insisted upon going into ghetto-
area gin mills late at night and hustling the locals at the pool tables. We played drunken football
in the hallway of an Atlantic City hotel. We seized a radio station once and broadcast Radio Free
Hoboken until they chased us out. We were driving on the Jersey Turnpike when we heard that
JFK was dead, and we pulled off to the side to weep. Dick was the godfather of my children. I
was at his wedding; he was at mine. When he missed one, he said, “Don't worry, I'll make the
next one.”Workwise, we knew exactly what the other was doing. We'd think of some vague story,
and Dick would write the first half of the book and send it to me. No outline, no suggestions, just
wonderful characters doing strange things. He left it for me to figure out. I wrote the second half
of the book, and then, without his knowledge, I rewrote the whole book so it was seamless. I
always pretended I was just retyping it.Dick never called me on it. He had a reading dysfunction
and thus never read any of our books in print, so he didn't know what it was I did. Talk about a
great partner: one who doesn't complain about your work because he doesn't read your work. It
doesn't get better than that.It got sticky only once. Dick called and said he feared he had
destroyed our careers because in his last half-a-book, he had killed off one of our heroes who
had now turned out to be wildly popular with readers. “It's okay,” I said. “He's still alive. I changed
it.”“Without asking me?” It wasn't exactly high dudgeon; maybe medium dudgeon, but I was
apologizing for weeks.Years later, as he was writing his first solo book, he called me and said,
“You Irish bastard, why didn't you tell me?”“Tell you what?”“How hard it is to finish a book. I've
been writing all these beginnings for us, and I never knew how tough it was to write an ending
until I had to do it myself on this book of mine. Why didn't you tell me?”“I didn't want to brag,” I
said.“All these years, I thought I was carrying you.”“Same here.”Dick was in New Hampshire. I
was in New Jersey. I finished work at 5 in the morning, just as Dick was starting his day. He could
never quite figure out how that worked so he called me every day at 7 A.M., just to see if I was up
yet. Sometimes these calls were real important. He once called me to ask me how to spell that.I
suggested t-h-a-t.He said t-h-a-t had been his first guess but it didn't look right; was I sure? I
suggested he call his therapist. T-h-e-r-a-p-i-s-t.In our entire career together, we had one



argument over money. Dick had done some extra work, and I said I owed him five thousand
dollars. He said it was three thousand dollars. I sent him a check for five thousand dollars. A
check for two thousand dollars came back.The matter was never resolved because around that
time I lent him my brand-new car and when I went to get it, I found it in front of his house,
smashed, with a red ribbon neatly attached to the hood. He didn't remember how it happened
but it cost two thousand dollars to fix, so that resolved the big money dilemma.He was the writer
I respected most in the world. He had only one speed: overdrive. He never saved anything for
later; he gave you his best work every day. Drunk, sober, happy, sad — none of it mattered. The
pages flew from his typewriter with the implacable regularity of an I Love Lucy assembly line,
luminescent, pulsating with an intelligent hilarity. The New York Times called him “a brilliant
professional.”So that's how a partnership can and should work, huh? Based on trust, friendship,
and respect, right?No.Because then he went and died on me.Partners do that, you know. One
day you look up and the person you knew would always be there isn't there anymore.That sucks
eggs and ....Well … anyway … partnerships. Dick Sapir and I had a survivor's agreement, forced
on us by a publisher who wanted to give us a lot of money but wanted protection should one of
us shuffle off this mortal coil. We thought it totally unnecessary, but today it allows the series we
created to continue, through ghostwriters, even though Dick died fifteen years ago. As I was
saying, we got it in writing.Summing up about partnering:Don't do it; it's harder than it looks and
more trouble than it's worth.If you must do it, pick a friend to partner with, but nevertheless,
decide who does what, live up to your rules, and put it all in writing. You'll thank me later.Then
give it a shot. Hope for the best. But be prepared to say good-bye.fiveEXPERTISE AND
RESEARCHFaye KellermanJonathan KellermanHow Much Is Necessary? How Much Is Too
Much?Is it necessary to be an expert to write from an expert's point of view?Some
contemporary crime and suspense novelists do just that:Robin Cook, a physician, writes about
doctors, in peril, solving heinous crimes.Aaron Elkins, author of the Gideon Oliver series, shares
a background in anthropology with his fictional protagonist.Andrew Greeley, a priest, creates
mystery novels that center on the Catholic Church.John Katzenbach, a journalist, uses his
professional background to create a reporter protagonist in his first novel, In the Heat of the
Summer.Jonathan Kellerman, a child psychologist, pens the Dr. Alex Delaware series. The hero:
a child therapist-cum-sleuth.Lia Matera and Scott Turow, attorneys, each produce novels that
allow the reader entry into the clandestine corners of the legal system.Varying styles, but each
possesses an unquestionable sense of technical authenticity.Such a tight match, however, is by
no means necessary to produce a successful crime novel or any other work of fiction. Most
crime writers have, in fact, assigned to their protagonists professions and roles with which
they've had no direct experience. This needs to be so for the crime novel to survive, because,
though cops and private eyes with a talent for fiction do exist — Joseph Wambaugh, Paul
Bishop, William Caunitz, Dorothy Uhnak, Joe Gores, and Gerald Petievich come to mind — they
comprise a very small club, indeed. The same need for flexibility applies to gender: If possession
of female (male) genitals were necessary to write from a woman's (man's) perspective, a vast



number of notable literary works would never have been created.The operative word is fiction.
We novelists make things up. Ours is a Walter Mitty world and that's the fun of it. We convince
ourselves that we can write from any point of view we damn well please, because we have
inherited the cloak of (or at least a shred of) authorial majesty. We can be American and pen
English novels. Ninety-eight-pound weaklings with literary alter egos of Schwarzen-eggerian
proportions. Our private eyes, mega-cops, and super-spies engage in stunts that, in the “real”
world, might very well result in revocation of license, criminal prosecution, or ignominious death.
Our characters may be immune from basic physiological needs if eating, drinking, healing, etc.,
get in the way of telling the story. And though their creators may be inept at putting together a
jigsaw puzzle, our sleuths are able to solve crimes of Rubik's Cube complexity with elegance
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revocation of license, criminal prosecution, or ignominious death. Our characters may be
immune from basic physiological needs if eating, drinking, healing, etc., get in the way of telling
the story. And though their creators may be inept at putting together a jigsaw puzzle, our sleuths
are able to solve crimes of Rubik's Cube complexity with elegance and panache.

Writing and Selling Your Mystery Novel Revised and Expanded Edition: The Complete Guide to
Mystery, Suspense, and Crime
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Nancy Raven Smith, “Writing Craft Classes in a Book. I just read Sue Grafton's book, "Writing
Mysteries." Grafton edited the book and chapters are by many great, current mystery writers. As
a writer, the book was a pure pleasure of learning about writing craft. Definitely not just for
mystery writers. Think of all those classes you paid for and attended on specific writing subjects
you were very interested in, and then someone else in the class asks a question at the begining
"like how do I get an agent," and the teacher spends the class time discussing getting an agent.
You leave frustrated and annoyed because that's not why you attended and you just wasted your
time and money. Or the times you've attended an advanced class, only to have the teacher have
to explain beginner things, because some people are in the wrong class. This is a pet peeve for
me. Reading "Writing Mysteries" is like taking those classes without the veering off topic you find
in classes. It's table of contents follows a nice progression from beginning to end of the book
writing process. Yes, it does respond to "How do I get an agent," but only at the end in it's own
chapter where it belongs. I highly recommend this book for fellow writers.”

Claire, “Helpful advice. Helped to finish my written piece. Good advice. Wish classes by author
were nearby.”

S. Swearingin, “Exactly what you need to know!. Really thought this might be the same old thing
but, it has a wide variety of authors and many great writing tips. Each author brings something
different to the table.”

Mark Long, “great advice for writers. Good solid compendium of professional advice for the
genre. HIghly recommended.”

Shelly Belle, “Compilation. I wanted a book I could pick up and read periodically that would keep
me learning and thinking about my writing when i was relaxing. This is just that kind of book. It is
a compilation of accomplished authors' articles on writing. When you are at home in the
bathroom or waiting for someone, it teaches you something and passes the time quickly.”

Ebook Library Reader, “how to write afresh. Easy to read advise makes you think there is a book
in everyone. this book i plan to read a few timesi think it will be my sounding board for greatness.”

Patti Underwood, “Awesome Book!. This book seems to cover all the topics you need to know
when writing a mystery. Each chapter is a different topic and each is written by an accomplished
mystery writer.  The book not only gives you tips on what to do but also on what not to do.”

Mike Gorman, “Valuable perspectives on the process of writing and publishing mystery stories. A
number of highly successful mystery writers, plus others involved in the process of getting works



published, write tips laden articles, laced together for a mystery writer's roadmap. The
credentials of the contributors are embellished not only with mini-bios, but also with their own
picks of major contributors over the years to the genre. The main limitation is that the volume
hasn't been updated since 2002, which affects some perspectives' applicability to our age.”

Schneekatze, “Gute Grundlage.... Für alle Krimifans eine lohnende Lektüre. Bekannte Krimi- und
Thrillerautoren schreiben über verschiedene Punkte und Themen des Genres und wie eine gute
Story entsteht. Es gibt ein Kapitel über den Villain, eins über Anfang und Ende, eins über Setting
etc.Auch wenn man nicht selber schreiben möchte, ist es interessant.”

The book by Brian R. Holloway has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 86 people have provided feedback.
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